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9. In any case, these facts are not i~dicative of pacific
intentions on the part of the. Bonn Goyernment, as the
representative of the United Kingdomtriedto con'Vince
the General Assembly. Or perhaps Mr. Macmillan,
who asserted here that our arguments are reactionary
and ou.t.· of date, -thinks that evidence of pro,gressive
and peace-loving intentions on the part of thctJGovern
me- t of the Federal Republic of Germany i$ to be
found in the statements made by Foreign. Minister
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5. Mr. Macmillants attitude to German militarism
reminds tJ.s of the attitude of one of his. predecessors,
Neville Chamberlain, whosename will alwaysbe)~nked
with the shameful settlements imposed at '~lunich
under which Czechoslovakia was·sacrificed to Hitler.
Chamberlain also took GermanmUitarismand "re
vanchism" under his protection. When he returned
home from Muni~h, he assured the British people
that they could sleep safely and that there would be
"peace in our time".

6•.Within a year, the German militarists had un
leashed the SecondWorldWar. LordHome t the Foreign
Secretary of the United Kingdom, who was at Munich
throughout this period, could tell us more about this ..
I do not know if the experience Lord Home gained ~t .
the time of Munich was one of .. the reasons why he
was appointed principal Secretary of Statefor Foreign
Affairs of the United Kingdom. \\

7. It is surprising that, in his statement, the repre
sentative oftb.e United Kingdom should have found so
much good to say of the for 'es which had in the past
set up the Nazi Wehrmacht and are now organizing
the Bundeswehr• Mr. Macmillan could not counter our
irrefutable a~guments regarding. the danger of a re
vival of German militarism and "revanchism" with
anything more than a reference to the deClaration
made by ..the~Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany·on 3 October 1954. Butwe have made it clear
in this Assembly that that declaration is today a mere
scrap of paper. We JUd~e a Govermnent not by words
but by deeds.

8~ The policy of the West German Government is
clearly aimed at preparations for a new. war and at
new attempts by German imperialism to achieve its
aggreGsive purposes. 1_ would recommend the United
Kingdom representative to make a closer study of the
statements made by leading statesmen of the· Feder91
Republic of Germany in recent years. Then let him
look, for instance, at the textbooks intended for the
young people of West Germanywhi~hshamelessly sing
the praises of the Nazi· era and make propaganda for
"revanchism". Let·him also carefttlly· peruse what is
being written on this subject in the United Kingdom
Press..

NEW YORK·

tors at' Stalingrad and Berlin that the Nazis were un
able to carry outthei1: plans for world'dominatioll',in
which the·· destruction of the United Kingdom was an
important element.
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And the Bible, too, has a word for us:

"Glory to God -in the highest: and on earth peace
to men of good will. It (Luke 2.14.)

. 16. I am deeply moved indeed as I survey this As
sembly. Here is the proof that generation,s of struggle
have been justified. Here is the proof that sacrifice
and suffering have achieved their end. Here is the
proof that justice has. begun to prevail, and that some
great evils have already been banished.

17. Furthermore, as I survey this Assembly, my
heart is filled with a great andfierce joy. I see clear
ly that a new day has dawned, andthat the sun of free
dom and emancipation, that Sun of which we have
dreamed so long, is already risen 'over Africa and
Asia.

18•. Now, today I add~'ess the leadaTs of na.tions and
the builders of nations. But, indirectly, I speak also
to those you represent, to those who have sent you
here, to those who have entrusted their future to your
handS. I greatly desire that my words shall strike
an echo also in thQse hearts, in the deep heart of
humanity, in that great heart from which has been·
brought so many shouts of joy, so many cries of sor
row and despair, and so much love and laughter.

19. Today, it is President Sukarno who addresses
you. But more than that, though,' it is a.man, Sukarno,
an Indonesian, a husband, a father, a member of the
human family. I speak to you on behalf of my people,
those ninety-two million people of a distant and wide
archipelago, those ninety-two 'million people who have
lived a life of struggle and sacrifice, those ninety
two million people who have built a state upon the
ruins of an empire.

20.. They, and the people of Asia and Africa, of the
American continent and the European continent and
the people of the Australian continent, are watching
and listening, and hoping. They see in this Organiza
tion of the United Nations a hope for the future and a
prospect for the present.

21. The decision to attend this session of the General
Assembly was not an easy one for me to take. My own
nation faces many problems, .and time to solve those
problems is always short. However, this is perhaps
the most important Assembly yet held, and all of us
have a responsibility to. the rest of the world as well
as to our own nations. None of uS can escape this re
sponsibility, and surely none wish to. I am'very sure
that the leaders of the younger and the reborn nations'
can make a very positive contribution to the solution
of the many problems facing this Organization and
the world at large. Indeed, I am confident that men
may once again say: The new' world is called to re-·
dress the balance of the old•.

22. It is clear today that all major problems ofour
world are inter-connected. Colonialism. is connected
to security; security is connected to the question of
peace' and .disarmament; disarmainent is connected
to the peaceful progress of the under-developed coun-

,tries. Yes, all are connected and inter-connected. If
we succeed in finally ~ol\Ting one problem, thenthe
why to the solution of all the' others will be open. If .
wt> succeed in solvIng, for example, the problexn of
dis;trmament,then the necessary funds will be a.v2il
able to assist those nations which so urgently need
assistance. . ' .!IAsian-Afr
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36. Mark my words well, I implore you. Do not treat
the problems you will discuss as routine problems.
If you do, then this Organization ~~1rlch has afforded
us a hope for the future, a prospect of international
conciliation, will perhaps be disrupted. Itw"ilt'perhaps
disappear slowly beneath the waves of conflict, as its
predecessor did.

.37. If that happens, then humanity as a whole w:Ul
suffer, and a great dream, agreatideal, will have been
shattered. Remember: you do not deal olllywithwords.
You do not deal with pawns upon a chessboard. You
deal With men, a,nd with the dreams of men, and with
the ideals of men, and with the future of all men.

38. In all seriousness I tell you~ we of the newly in
dependent nations intend tofight for theUnitedNations.
We intend to struggle for its success and to make it
effective~ It can be made effective, and itWill be made
effective, but. only in so far as all its Membersrecog
nize the ineVitabilities of history., It will be effective
only in so far as this body follows the course of history
3lld does not attempt to dam or divert or delay that
course.
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.!IAsfan-African Coriference. held at Bandung from 18-24 Apri11955.

23,. But it is essentia1~thatall these problems should 30. Fu.J.'thermore, not all the nations of Asia and
be solved by the application of agreed principles. Any Africa are yet represented here. This Organization of
attempt to solve them by the use of power, or the nations is weakened in so far as it rejects the repre
threat of power, or by the possession of power" will sentation of any nation, and especially of a nation
certainly fail, an~ will in turD; produce worse prob- which is old and wise and powerful.
lemS. Very briefly, t."le principle which must be fol-
lowed is that of equal sovereignty of all nations, which 31. I speak of China. I speak of what is often called
is, of course, no more and noless than the application Communist China, which is for us the only real China.
of basic human and national rights. There mu.st be This Organization is greatly weakened,precisely be- '
one principle for all nations, and all nations must c~use it rejects the membership of the biggest nation
accept that principle, both' for their own protection in the world.
and for the good of mankind. ' 32. Every year we support the admission of China to
24. If I may say so, we of Indonesia have a very the United Nations. We will continue doing that. We
special interest in the United Nations. We have a very do not give our support merely because we have good'
special desire to see' this Organization', flourish and relations with that country• And certainly we do not
be successful. By the actions of this Organization, do So from any partJ;san motive. No, our position on
our own struggle for independence ,and national life this questiQn is guided by political realism:' By short
was shortened. I say in full confidence that our strug- sightedness excluding a vast nation, a nation gr.eat
gle would in any case have been successful, but the and powerful in terms of numbers, culture, the at
actions of the United Nations shortened that st~ggle tributes of an ancient civilization, a nation full of
~d saved both us and our opponents many ,sacrifices strength and economic power, by excluding thatnation
and ID:uch sorrow and destruction. we make this international Organization much weaker

and so much further from our requirements and our
25. Why am I confident that our struggle would have ideal. .
been successful, with or without, the activity,of the
United,Nations? I am confident of that for two reasons. 33. We are determined to make the United Nations
Flrst~ I know my people:' I know their unquenchable strong and univei~sal and able to fulfil its proper
thirst for national freedom, and I know their deter- function. That is why we consistently support the
mination. Secondly, I am confident of that because of representation of China in our number. Furthermore,
the movement of history. disarmament is a pressing need of our w.orld. This

most vital of all questions should be discussed and
26. We live, all of us, and everywhere in the world, solved within the framework of this Organization. Yet
in the time of the building of nations and the breaking how can there be a realistic agreement on disarma
of empires. ·This is the era of emerging nations and ment if China, one of the most powerful nations in the
the turbulence of nationalism. To close the eyes to world, is excluded from the deliberations?
this fact is to become blind to history" to ignore des- n

tiny ~nd ,to reject reality. We live, I say agmn, in the 34. Representation of China in the United Nations
time of the building of nations. would involve that nation in construdtive world"affairs

and would thus immensely strengthen this body..
27. This process is inevitable and certain; some-
times slow and inevitable, like the movementofmolten 35. In this year of 1960, the General Assembly again
rock down the side of an Indonesian volcano; some- comes together in its ann1;lal gathering. But this Gen-

. times swiftanci inevitable, like the bursting of flood- eral Assembly must not be seen merely as another
waters from behind an ill-conceived dam. Slow and routine' meeting, and if it is so regarded, if it is re-,
inevitable, or swift and inevitable, the victory of garded as a routine meeting, then this whole inter
national struggle is a certainty., national Organization'may well be threatened with

dissolution.' i'\

28. When that march to liberty is complete thewhole
world over, then our world will be a better place; it
will be a cleaner place and a much more healthy place.
We must not cease from struggle at this moment,
when victory' is in sight, but instead we must redouble
our efforts. We' have a pledge to the future and that
pledge must be fulfilled. In this, we do not strUggle
for ourselves alone, but we struggle for all mankind,
yes, our struggle is 'even for those against whom we
struggle. ."

29~' Five years ago, twenty-nine nations of Asia and
Africa sent their ·r~presentatives.to the Indonesian
city of' Dandung.l1 Twenty-nine' nations 'of Asia and
Africa~ T6~a.,V, how many free peoples are there? I will
not count them,bu.t look around this Chamber now!
Then tell me whether I am right or not when I way
that this is, the time of the bUilding of nations and
the time" of the .emergence of nations. Yesterday, Asia,
and that is a process not'yet completed. Today, Africa,
and that, too, is a process not yet completed.
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They were the voice of suffering humanity; they were
the voice of the future, and we hear them stin, ringing
down the ages.

47. No, I deeply believe that in sovereignty and na
tional. independence there is somethingwhich endures,
something which is as hard and brilliant as a jewel,
and far more precious. Many nations of this world
have long possessed this jewel. TheY ha-ye grown ac
customed to owning it, but I am convinced that they
still hold it the most dear of their possessions an~

will die rather than give it up. Is it not so? Would
your own nation ever give up its independence? Any
nation worthy of the name will die first~ Any worthy
leader of any nation would die first. How much more
precious, then, .must it be to us, who once held that
jewel of independence and national sovereignty, then
felt it snatched from our fingers by weU..armed bri
gands, and have now recovered it for ourselves!

48. The United hTations i~ an organization of nation
States, each one of which' holds that jewel tight and
precious. We have .~.n freely bandedtogether as broth
ers and equals in this Organization-as brothers and
as equals, for we all hold equal sovereignty and we
all hold that equal sovereignty equally precious.

49. This is an international body. It is not yet either
supernational or supranational. It is an organization
of nation States and can function only in so far as it
is the will of these nation States that it do so.

50. Flave we unanimously agreed to surrender any
part of our sovereignty to this body? No, we have not.
We have accepted the Charter, and that Charter Is
signed by fully sovereign, fully equal, nation States.

51. It may well be that this body should consider
whether its Members should surrender any part of
tpeir sovereignty to this international body. But if
any .~ such decision is made it must be m.ade freely,
unanimously and equally. It must be made by ~
nations equally-:-the ancient .and the new, the emergent
and the" old established, the developed and the under
developed. This is not something which can be im
posed on any nation.

52. Furthermore, the only possible basi$ for any
body such as this is strict equalit.Y'l 'the sovereignty
of the newest nation or the smallefJt nation is just as
precious, just as inviolable as the sovereignty of the
largest nation or the oldest nation. And, again, any
transgression against the sovereignty of any nation
is a potential threat to the sovereignty of all nation.s.

53. It is within this world picture thatwe must regard
the 'World today. Our One world is made up of nation
States, each equally sovereign, each resolved to guard
that sovereignty and each entitled to guard it. And
again I say-I repeat this because it is basic to an.
understanding of the world today-that we live in an
era of nation building. This fact is more iDlportant
than the existence of nuclear weapons, more explosive
than hydrogen bombs and of more potential value to
the world than atomic fission.

54. The balance of the world has changed since that
day in June fifteen years ago when the Charter was
signed in the United States city of San Francisco, at
a moment when humanity was emerging from thehor
ror of war. The fate of humanity can no longer be
decided by a few large and powerful nations. We, too,
the younger nations, the burgeoning nations, the

. .' ~" .
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39. I have said that, this is the time for the building
of nations and the b~:\ldngof empires. That is most
profoundly true. How many nations have achievedtheir
freedom since the Charter of the United Nations was
written? How many peoples have thrown off their
chain.$ of oppression? How many empires, built upon
the oppression of peoples, have ~rumbled into dust?
We~ who were voiceless in the past, are voiceless no
more. We, who were silent in the misery of impe
rialism, are silent no more. We, whose struggle for
life was cloaked under the mantle of colonialism, are
hidden no more.

40. The world is changed since that historic day in
1945, and it is changed for the better. Out of this era
of nation-building has come the 'possibility-yes, the
necessity-of a world free from fear, free from want,
free from national oppressions. Today, this very day,
at this General Assembly, we couIdprepare ourselves
for a projection into that future world, the world of
'which we have thought and dreamed and m.ade visions.
We can do that, but onlyuwe do not treat this meeting
as routine. We must recognize that the tTnitedNations
faces a big accumulation of problems, each of them
pressing, each of them a possible threat to peace and
peaceful progress.

41. We are determined that the fate of the world,
which is our world, will not be decided above our
heads or over our bodies. It will be decided with our
participation and co--oPeration~ Decisions vital to the
peace and future of the world can be decided here and
now. Here are Heads of State and Heads of Govern
ment gatherE.\d in one place. There is the framework
of our Organiza:'l:ion. I very sincerely hope that no
questions of rigid protocol, and no narrow feelings of
hurt personal' or national feelings, will prevent this
opportunity from being used fully• A chance like this
does not come often. It should be fully exploited. We
have a unique opportunity now for combining private
and public diplomacy. Let us grasp that opportunity..
It may not come again.

42. I am very well aware thatthepresencehere of so
many Heads of .State and Heads of Government meets
the hopes of millions of people. They can take vit81
decisions on establishing a newlookfor our world, and
consequently al.so a new look for the United Nations.

43. It is appropriate now to consider the position of
the United Nations in relation to this era of nation
building and new nationhoods.•

44.. I teU you this: for a neWly born man or a newly
reborn nation, the most precious possession is inde
pendence and sovereignty.

45. Perhaps it may be-I do not know, but perhaps it
may be-that this sense of holding the precious jewel
of sovereignty and independence is confined to the
nations neWly awakened. Perhaps, as generations pass,
the sense of pride and achievement grows dim. It may
be so, but I do not think so.

46. Even today, two hundred years l~ter, is there
any American who does"enot thrill at the words of the
Declaration. of Independence? Is therf J.ny Italian who
does not today respPnd to the call ofMazzini? Is there
any citizen of Latin America who does not still hear
an echo from the voice of·SanMartin?Indeed, is thete
any citizen of the world who does not respond to that
call and to those voices? We allthrlll, we, all respond,
because those voices were univoersal intime and place.
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61. Imperialism-and the struggle to maintain it-is·
the greatest evil of our world. Many ofyou in this hall
have ne\Terknown imperialism. Many of 'you were
born free and will die free. Some of you are born of
those nations which have inflicted imperialismc9n
others, but you have never suffered it yourselves.
However, my brothers of Asia and Africa ha.ve knoV\"D
the scourges. of imperialism. They have suffered it.
They know its dangers, its cunning, its ~enacity.

62. We of Indonesia know, too. We a)'.'e experts on
the subject. Out of that knowledge and out of that ex
perience, I tell you that continued imperialism in any
of its forms 1,s a great and contimting'danger. _

63. Imperialism is not yet dead. People sometimes
say that imperialism and colonialism are dead. No,
imperialism is not yet dead. It is dying, yes. The tide
of history is washing over its battlements/and under
mimng its foundations. Yes, the victory of independ-.
eflce a~d nationalism is certain. Still-and mark my
words well-the dyiniJ imperialism is dangerous, as .
dangerous as the wounded tiger in a tropical jungle.
64.. I tell you this-and I am. conSCious of speaking
now for my Asian and African brothers-theatruggle
for independence is always justified and always just.
Those who resist that irresistible onward march of
n\1tional independence and ~elf-determination. are
blind; those who seek to reverse what is irre\Tersible
are dangers to themselves arid to the world.

65. .Until these facts-and they at'e facts-are recog
nized, there will be no peace in this wor~fl, and no
release of tension. I appeal to you: placeth~,\authority

and the moral power of this organization otStates be
hind tho~ewho struggle for freedom. Do that clearly.
Do that decisively•.Do that now. Do that, and you Will
gain .the full and whole-hearted support of all men of
good will. Do that now, and future generations will
applaUd you. I appeal. to you, to all M.::mbers 'of the
United Nations: move with the tide of history;,·do not
try to stem that tide.

66. The United Nations has today the opportunity of
building for itself a great reputation and prestige.
Those who struggle for freedom will seek support and
allies where they can: howmuchbetterthat they should
turn to this body and to our Charter rather than:to
any group or section of this body.

67. Remove the 'causes of war, and we shall be~t

peace. Remove the causes of tension, and we shall
be at rest. Do not delay. Time is short. The danger
is great.

68. Humanity the world over cries out for peace ~nd

rest, and those things are within ourgift. Do not With
hold them, lest this body be discredited and deserted.
Our task is not. to defend this world, but to bulld the
world anew. The future-if there is to be ,~;future

will judge us on the record of our success at'this task.

69. Do not, I beg of you o~der established I nations,
underestimate the force of nationalism.. If you doubt
its force, look around this Chamber and compare it
with San Francisco fifteen years ago•. Nationalism
victorious, triumphant.pationalism....has wrought this
change, and· it is good. Today, the world is enriched
and ennobled by the wisdom of leaders of sovereign

. nations newly. established,. To mention but six exam.
ples out of many, there is a Norodom Sihanouk,.a
Nasser, a Nehru, a Sekou Tottr6, a Mao TSeTUtlg i~

Peiping, and a Nkrumah. Is not the wQrlda betv:ir

smp1ler natio11S"'"-,we, too, have a word· to say, and
that word will surely echo down the years..

55. Yes, we ar~ aware of our responsibility to the
. future of all nations, and we gladly accept that re
sponsibiliW. My nation pledges itself to work for a
better world, for a world free from strife and tension,
for· a world in which our children can grow proud and
free, for a world in which justice and prosperity reign
supreme for all.men. Would any nation refuse such a
pledge?

56. Some months ago, just before the leaders of the
great Powers m~t so briefly in Paris, Mr. Kh..-.oushche-v .
was our guest in' Indonesia. I made it very clear to
hilll that we welcomed the Summit Conference, that
we hoped for its success, but that we were' sceptica1~
Those four great Powers alone cannot decide the
questions of war and peace. More precisely, perhaps,
they have the power to disrupt thepeace,but they have
no moral right to attempt, singly or together, to settle
the future of the wo1"ld. .

57. For fifteen years now the West has known peace
-or at least the absence of war•. Of course there have
been tensions. Yes~ there has been danger. But the
faet remains that ID t"le;midst of a revolution engulfing
three-quarters of· the world the West has been at
peace. Both great blocs,' in fact, have successfully
practised coexistence f01' all these years, th~s con
tradicting those who deny the possibility of coexis
tence. We of Asia have not known peace. Afterpeace
came to Europe we endured atomic bombs. We endured
our own national revolution in Indonesia. We endured
the torment of Viet-Nam.. Wasuffered the torture of
.Korea. We still suffer the agony of Algeria. Is it now
to be the turn of our Mrican brothers? Are they to
be tortured while our wounds are still unhealed?

58. And yet the West is still at peace. Do you wonder
that we now demand-yes, demand-respite from our
WJ:'1Xlent? Do you wonder that my voice .is noW raised
in protest? We who were once voiceless have demands

- and requirelll..Giits; we have the l'ight to be heard. We
are notS'.IDjects of b9..rter but living andvirile nations
with a role to play in this world and a contribution
to,:make.

59•. tuse strong words, and I use them deliberately,
hecause I am speaking for my nation andbecause I am
speaking before the leaders of nations. Furthermore,
rknow that my Asian and Afiicanbrothers feel equally
strongly, although I do not venture to speak on their
behalf.

60. This session of the General Assembl~" is to be
seized of many important matters. No matter,though,
can be more important than that of peace. In this re
spect lam. not at this moment Speaking of issues
ariSing between the great POW0rS of the world. Such
issues are of· Vital concern to us, -and I shall return
to them later. But look around thiS world of ours.

. There are tensions and sources· of potential conflict
in many places. Look closer at those places and you
will discover that, almostWithout exception, imperial
ism .and colonialism. in one of their many manifesta
tions is at the root of the tension, of the conflict.
Imperialism and colonialism andthecontiiluedforcible
division of nations-I stress those wordS-is at the
root of;; almost all international and threatening evil
in this ~,orld ofollrs. 'Until those evils of abated past
ID'A<elldt2d,1:b.erecanbe no rest or peace. in all this

!;world~\
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place that they should sit here (lns~ead of devoting all
their lives and all their strength to the overthrow of
the imperialism which bound them? And theirnati,ons,
too, are free, and my·nation is free, and many D'lOre
nations, are free. Is not the world thus a better and a
richer place? '

70. Indeed, I do not have to explain to you that we of
Asia and Africa are opposed to colonialism and im
perialism. More than that, who is there in the world
today w40 will defend those things? They are univer
sally condemned, and rightly so, and the old cynical
arguments are nolonger heard. Conflict now centres
on when, colonies are to be free, not Otl,.' whether they
are to be free. '

71. However, I will stress this point: ,our opposition
to colonialism and imperialism.comes from both the
heart and the head. We oppos,e it on humanitarian
grounds, and we, oppose it on thle gro'tlnds that it pre
sents ~ great and growing threat, to peace.

, f

72. Our disagreement with the colonial Powers cen
tres On questions of timing and I!~ecurity,for they now
pay at leastlip service to the i\L.Qtil1 of national freedom.

73. Think deeply, then, about nationalism and inde
pendence, about patriotisn:t and about imperialism.
Think deeply, I beg you, 1e,st the tide of history wash
over you.

74. Today, we hear and read much about disarma- '
ment. That word refers usually to nuclear and atomic
disarmOO""'~ent.Forgive m~;" please. I am a simpleman,
and a man 'of peace. I cannot speak of the details of
disarmament. I cannot 'pass judgement upon rival
views concerning inspecttl.on, concerning underground
testing, and concerniIig ~.~)ismographic records. '

75. Upon questions of imperialism and,nationalism,
I am an expert, after a lifetime of study and sJ,ruggle,
and upon those matters I speak with authority. But
upon questions of nuclear warfare, I aim just. another
ma~ perhaps like the man who lives nlext door to you,
or like your brother or even your fathf,r. I share their
horror; I share their fear. •
76. I share that horror and that fear because I am
pat1t of this world. I have children, and their futu.re
is in danger. I am an Indonesian, and that nation is
in danger.

77. Those who wield those weapons of mass destruc-
,tio.'n must today face their own conscience, and, fi
na1ay, perhaps chart-ed to radioactive dust, they mu.-"
fac'e their Maker. I do not envy them.

78. Th()IAte who are discussing nuclear disarmament
must never forget that we, who in thishave previously
been inarticulate, are watching and are hoping.

79. We are, watehing fi'.ld we are hoping, and yet we
are fill~d with anxiety· because,' :if nuclear warfare
devastat6s our: world, we, too, are the eufferers.

80. No humaSi being has the right to usurp the pre
rogatives of God. No person has the right to use hy
dl"6gen bQD'~ps~ No nation has Ithe right to cause the
P!"oJlahltf ~t~tt'tmti6:W'i1fal1 nations.

,a~... N(,~ p~1ttical\$Y,~te.~~~~ no economic organization,
is WOl'tr\t fuad~~~it\t;dcti:on of the world, includin~ that
system ':D~ org~:.11r:a:'don1ta~~lf. If the hydrogen-armed
natj.(~\n~l,£Q~:2 wer~'111'\"01'll6f1. in this ussue, we of Asia
@nd.".!..fl,li\~~, wotJ1~,;!lot,~~3:·tIr.We would only watch with

, , / /\le~~""~'W\'~~f1t~ ~:in(~d. ,"11th W'9n.dlf#r that those nations fro:m.

which we have learned so much, and which We have
admired so much, should today have sunk into Such a
morass of immorality. We could cry: "A curse upon
you" and we could retire into our own more balanced
and peaceful world.

82. But we cannot do that. Already we Asians have
suffered atomic bombing. We Asians also are threat
ened again, and furthermore we feel a moral duty to
help in any way we can. We are not the enemies of

, the East nor of the West. We are part of this world,
a:tl;d we wish to help. '

83. This 'is a cry from the heart of Asia. Let us help
you sol"e~ese problems. Perhaps you have looked
at them too long,~ndnolonger see them clearly. Let
us help you, and inh61pingyou, we will help ourselves,
and all the future generations of the world.

84. It is obvious th~['t the pJ:'{lb1em of disarmament is
not only disagreement,i on narrow technical grounds.
It is a question also of/mutual trust. In fact, it is clear
that on technical matters and on methods, the two
blocs are not very fa.r apart. The problem is rather
one of mutual distrust. It is a problem open to solu
tion by methods of discussion and diplomacy. Surely
we of Asia and M:tic~ andthe other non-aligned coun
tries, can help in this. We are not short of experience
and skill in nego~ating. Perhaps our intermediatiOn
would be of \Talue. Perl1,aps we could assist in finding
a solution. Perhaps-who knows-we could showyou
the way to the only real disarmament, which is dis
armament in the heart of man, the disarmament of
man's mistrusts and hatreds.
85. Nothing could be more urgent than this. And this
problem is of such vital importance for the whole of
mankind that all of mankind should be involved in its
solution. In. fac';r, ,, I think we may say now that only
,pressure and effm.1; from the non-aligned nations will
produce the results which the whole world needs.
Genuine discussion of disarmament, within this body,
and based upon, ai real desire for success, is essential
now. I stress "within this body", for only this Assem
bly begins to approach a true reflection of the world
in which we live.
86. Think, please, for a moment, of what would be
possible if we c\)uld evolvEt a basis for genuine dis
,armalllent. Think of the VlltSt funds which would be
available for improving the world in which we live.
Think of the tremendous impetus which could,be given
to .the development of the under-developed, if even
only a part of the defence budgets ofthe great Powers
were diverted hl that direction. Think of the "ast in
crease in humar: happiness,b:uman productivity and
human welfare, if this were done.

87. I must add one word on this subject. If there is
any greater immorality than the brandishing ofhydro
gen weapons, then it is the testing of those weapons.
I know that there is soientific disagreement about the
genetical effect of those tests. That disagreement,
however, is iltl terms of the numbers affected. It is
agreed that there are" evil genetical effe'cts. Have
those who authorize the tests ever, seen the results
of what they do? Havethey1001tedattheir own chUdran
and thought about those results? At the present time,
the testing of nuclear weapons is ,suspended-not,
:nark you well, forbidden, but only suspended. Let
that fact serve as the beginning, then. Let that fact
serve as a basis ,for prohibition of testing, and then
for real disarmament.
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88. Before leaving the subject of disarmament, I 95. I tel~lyou in all seriousness, the situationin West '.
must make one more comment. To speak of disarma... lrian is a dangerous situation, an explosive situation;
men:t is good. Seriously to attempt the making of a it fsa {cause of tension and it is a threat to peace.
disarmament agreement would be better. Best of all General Nasution is not responsible for that. OUr so}or,
would be t'lle--implementation of an agreemfi'lnt on dis... diers are not responsible for that. Sukarno is not
armament.- However, let uS be realistic .. Even the rasponsible for that. Indonesia tsnot responsible for
im.plementation of a disarmament agreement would that. No! The threat to peace springs directly from
not guarantee peace to this sore and troubled world. the "ffery existence of colonialism and imperialism.
Peace will come only when the causes of tension and 96 R th h k t f . d d i
conflict are removed. tidn. a:~o~~ t:::af t~Cp:a~e ~:a~~~.e:~c::.c~':
89. If there is a cause for conflict, then men will . imperialism, and the world becomes, immediately
fight with pointed sticks, if they have no other weapon.. and automatically, a cl€aner place, a 'better pla~e, a
I know, because my own nation did that very thing more secure place. .
during our struggle for independence. We fought then . ..
with knives and pointed sticks. Inorder to make peace, 97. I know that v:rhen I say thIS, the minds of many
we must remove the causes of tension and of conflict.. will turn .to the sItuation in ~e Congo. You may ask:
That is why I spoke deep from my heart about the h~s not Imperialism be~n eJected from the Congo
necessity of co-operation to bring about the final i1l"" Wlt}1 the res~t that there IS now strife and bloodshed?
1 . s end of imp'erialism. It IS not so. The deplorable situation in the Congo is

g orlOU .' caused directly and immediately by imperialism, not
90. Where there is imperialism, and where there are by itsen\:ling. Imperialism sought to maintain its foot....
simultaneously armed forces, then the p:osition is a hold in the Congo, sought to mutilate and cripple the
dangere~c one indeed. Again, Ispeakfrom;'experience. new State. That is why the Congo is in flames.
Tt;t1t is the situation in West Irian. That is the situa... . i.'

don in the one-ofifth of our national territory' which ~8.. Ye~, there IS 'agony in the Congo. B~t that agony
/ still labours under imperialism, There in West.lrian IS the bl~ pang.of prog~ess, and explOSIve progress
we have imperialism and the armed forces 'of im- always brmgs pam. Tear!ng upth~ deep roots of vested
perialism. Bordering that territory, our own troops in~erests, ~ation~ and International, always causes.
stand guard by land and sea. Those two bodies of paln and dislocation•. We know that. We know,. toc,
troops face each other, and I tell you that is an ex'" from ov.r own. experIence, that de.velopment Itself
plosive situation. Very recently those young and mis... cr~ates tur~ulence. A ~rbU!ent nation needs leader
guided troops who were in West Irian defending an shipl~~.~~RRC?e, an.d It Will eventually produce its
outmoded conception were ,reinforced by an aircraft own ...-eetUershIp and gmdance.
carrier, the Karel Do.ormaT:b from their remote hom8"" 99. We Indonesians, we speakfrom bitter experience.
land. I tell you that then the situation became post... The problem of the Congo, which is a problem of colo
tively dangerous. nialism and imperialism,mustbe solvedby application
91. The Commander in Chief of the Indonesian Army of thos.e principle~ I have already mention~d. The
sits in my delegation. There he is.His name is Gener,al Congo)'8 a sovereIgn State~ Let t?at sovereIgnty be
Na~sution. He is a professional soldier and an excellent respected. Remember: the. sovereIgnty of .the Congo
onle. Like the soldiers he leads, .and like the nation is no le.ss than the sovereIgnty of any nation repre
tli~y defend, he is first and foremost a man of peace. sented in this Assembly, and it must be respected
More than that, though, he and our soldiers' and my equally.
nation are dedicated to the defence of onrhomeland. 100. There" must be no interference"jin the internal
92. We have tried to solve the problelIlofWest trian. affairs of th~?ongo, ~nd certainly no open or hidden
We have tried seriously and with great patience and support for .dislntegratlOn.
great tolerance and great hope. ~ehavetri~dbp.ateral 101. Yes, of course, that nation will make mistakes.
negoti~tions.We tried that senously, and f?r'yea~s. We all make mistakes, and we all learnfromm~~-:.
We trled~ and we pers~vered•.We have trIed USlDg takes. Yes, there will be turbulence; but let that,lgo
themachlDe~. of the Umted NatIons, and !he strength on, too, for it is a sign of rapid growth and develoP""
of world oplIDon expressed here. We trIed, and we ment. The extent of that turbulence is a question for
persevered with th~ttoo. Buthope evaporates; patience the nation itself.
dries up~even tolerance reaches an end. They have
all run. out now, and the Netherlands has left us no 102. Let us, individuallY or collectively, assist there
alternati\re but to stifitm our attitude. If they fail cor-- if we are r?quested to do so by the la"'!'ll Government
rectly. to estimate tJlle current of history we are not of that natIon. ~owever, any such aSSIstance must be
to blame. But the rl~sult of their failure is that there clearly based upon the unquestionedsovereignty'ofthe
is a threat to peace, and that inv.olves, once again, Congo. 0

the United Nations. . 103. Finally,have confidence in that nation. Theyare
93. West lrian is a colonial sword poised over Indo- going through a time of greattrial, and are suffering
nesia. It points at our heart, but it also .threatens deeply. Have confidence' in them as a neWly liberated.
world peace. nation, .and they will find their own way to their own

. .' . . solution of their- own problems. .
94. Our present determIned efforts to reach a solutIon . . c

by our-own methods is part ofour contribution towards 104. I will here utter a very{"'~erious war(dng. Many
secUring,',tb:ifpeace of this world..It is part of our ef... Members of this body and many servants'of this bo4Y
fort to end t:this World problem of an obsolete evil. It are perhaps not too well aware' of the workings of
is a determined surgical effort to remove the cancer imperialism and colonialism. They have never ~~
of imperialism from the area of the world in which perienced it•. They have never known its tenacity. and
we have our Ufe and being. its ruthlessness and its many faces and its evil. We
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one of' chaos ~d disorder, of coup and cOll1lter-COlJp.
StUl, ~~s turbu'ence is our own, .and it pr~.~~nts no
th;t"eat to anyone, although often it offl~rsopporttmities
to interfere in our affairs. 'I

111. The clashing interests of the big Pow~~rs, though,
are a differe~t matter. There, the issues are obscured
by waViftg-o'1rydrogen'bombs and by the r~it~!"ationof
olel and wort1-..out slogans. We cannot ignore them, for
they threateri' us. And yet, only too often, they seem
unreal. I tell you frankly, and without hesitation, that
we put our O\llD future far above the wrangling of
Europe.
112. Yes, we have learned much from Europe and
America. We have studied your history and, the lives
of your great men. We have followed y01!!" exampl~;
we .have even tried to surpass you. We speak your
languages and we rsad your books. We have been in
spired by Lincoln and by Lenin, by Crornwell, by
Garibaldi; and, indeed, we have stUI much to learn
from you in many fields. Today, though, the fields
in which we have much to lea:rn from~ou a:re those of
technique and science, not those of id~s or of action
dictated by ideology. .

113. !n Asia and Africa today, still living, still think
ing, still acting, are those who have led their nations
to .·inde~ndence, those who have evolvedgreatliberat
in.g . economic theories, those who have overthrown
tyranny, those who have unltad their nations, and those
who have defeated disruption of their nations.
114__~yhus,and very properly, we of Asia and Africa
are turning towards each other for guidance and in
spiration, and we are looking inwardly towards the
experience and the accumulated wisdom of~~·..r own
people.
115. Do you not think ..that Asia and Africa perhaps
-perhaps-have a message and a methodfor the whole
world?
116. It was the great British philosopher, Bertrand
Russell, who once said that mankind is now divided
into two groups. One group follows the teachings of
Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of Independence.
The other group follows the teachings of the Com
munist Manifesto.

117. But pardon me, Lord Russell-pardon me-I
think you have forgotten something. I think you have
forgotten about morethan 1,000 million people, the
people of Asia and Africa, and possibly also Latin
America too, who follow neither the CommunistMani
festo nor the Declaration of Independence. Mind you,
we admire both, and we have learned muchfron]., both,
and we have been inspired by both.

118. Who could fail to be inspired by the words and
the spirit of the Declaration of Independence:

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of
Happiness."

Who, deeply engaged in the struggle for national life
and liberty,could fail to be inspired?

119. And again, who amongst us, struggling to estab
lish a just and prosperous society upon the devastation
of colonialism, would fail to be i.nspired by the vision
of co-operation and economic emancipation evoked by
Karl :M:arx and Friedrich Engels?
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of Asia and Africa, we have. I tell you: dOl not/act as
the innocent tool of imperialism. If you do, ~~.en you
will assuredly 1d.11 this Organization of thfl United
Nations, and with it you will kill the hope ofq,()uutless
millions- and perhaps you will make the futuJ,"e still
born.

105. Before leaving these questions, I wish to mention
another great issue'somewhat similar in nature. I
refer to Algeria. Here is a sad picture in which both
sides are being bled and ruined for lack of a solution.
This is a tragedy! It is quite clear that the people of
Algeria want independence. There can be no argument
about that. If they had not, then this long and bitter
and bloody struggle would have ended years age.
The· thirst for independence and the determination to
achieve that independence are the central factors in
this situation.

~06. What is not yet decided is just how close and
h~;rm.onious should be the future co-operation with
F7rance. Very close and very harmonious co-operation
should not be difficult to achieve even at this stag(~,
although perhaps it ge~s more difficult as the days bf

. struggle pass.
107. Then let aplebiscite be held under the United
Nations in Algeria to determine the wis.hesofthe peo
ple on just how close and harm.onious those relations
should be. The plebiscite shoUld not-again, not-be
concerned with the question of independence. That
has been settled in blood and tears~ and there cer
tainly will be an independent Algeria. A plebiscite
such as that I suggest would, if it is held soon, be the
best guarantee that independent Algeria and France
will have close and good co-operation for their'mutual
benefit. Again I speak from experience. Indonesia had
no intention of disrupting close and harmonious rela
tions with the Netherlands. However~ it seems that
even today, as generations ago, the Government of that
nation insists upon giving too little and asking too
much. Only when this became unbearable were those
relations liquidated.

108. Permit me now to turn to the larger issue of
war and peace in this world of ours. Ve'IlY definitely,
the new and the re-bornnations do notpresent a threat
to world peace. We do not have territorial ambitions;
we do not have irreconcilable economic aims. The
threat to peace does not come from us, but rather
from the older countries, from those long established
amd stable.
109. Oh, yes, there is turbulence in our countries.
In fact, turbulence almost seems to be a function of
the first decade of independence. But is this surpris
ing? Look here, let me take an example from United
States history. In one genei~,ation we must undergo, as
it were, the War of Independence and the War between
the States. Furthermore, in/that same generation, we
must unde~go the rise ofrAUitant trade-unionism
the period of the Internati(mal Workers of the World,
theWobblies. We must have our drive to the West.
We must have our Industrial Revolution and even,
yes, our carpetbaggers. We must suffer our Benedict
Arnolds. We are, as I have said very oJten, compress
ing many revolutions into one revolution and· many
generations into one generation.

1;10. Do you then wonder that there is turbulenc~

amongst us? To us, it is normal, alid we have grown
accustomed to riding the whirlwind. I understand well
that to the man outside often the picture must seem
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120. Now, there_ t·!3 confrontation between those two
outlooks; and this confrontation is dangerous, not only.
to thosey.rho confront each other but also to the rest
of the woIIJ.d.
121. 1 cannot speak for the rl38t of Asia and Mrica.
I am not empowered to do S6~ and in any case, they
are well able .~ express their own views. However,
I am empowered-indeed, instructed-to speak for my
own nation of ninety-two million p~bple.

122. As I say, we have read and studiedboth of those
seminal documents. We have. taken much from each.
and have rejected what is not applicable to us, living
in another continent and generations later.~We have
synthesized what we need from those two documents,
and, in the light of experience and in the light of our
own knowledge, we have refined" and modified that
synthesis.
123. ThuS,\i(jth apologies to ·Lord Russell, whom I
.respect greatly, not all the world is divided into two
camps, as he believ~s.

124. Although we have .extracted. from them and al
though we have sought to s~"nthesize those two great
documents, 'We are not guided only by them. We follow
neither. the liberal conception nor the. communist con
ception. WhY. should we? Out of our o·wn..~rience
and out of our own history there has evolved some
thing else, something much more applicable, some
thing much more fitting for us.

125. The torr'cmt of history shows clearly 'that all
nations need som.e. such conception and i~eal. If they
do not have it or if it becomes obscured aud obsolete,
then that nation is in danger. Our own )Indonesian
history shows that clearly, and so, indeed, does the
history of the whole world.

.~26. We call this "something" PanchaShila. "Pancha"
is five; II'shila" is principle.. Yes, Pancha Shila, or
the ~'five pillarslt of our State. These five pillars do
not spring directly from either the Communist Mani-

-festo or the Declaration of Independence. Indeed, they
are ideas and ideals which have, perhaps £01" centu
ries,been implicit a:m.ongst our people. It is, indeed,
not surprising that concepts of· great streJngth and
virility should have arisen in our nation during the
two thousand years of our civilization and dUring the
centuries of strong nationhood before imperialism
engulfed us in a moment of national weakness.

127. In speaking to you of Pancha Shila, Tam ex
pressing the essence of two thousand years of our
civilization.

128. What, then, are those five pillars? They are
quite. simple:_ first, belief in God; secondly., national
ism; thirdly, internationalism; fourthly, democracy;
and fifthly, social·justice. Belief in God; nationalism;
internationalism; democracy; social justice. Very
f;limple. Permit J!le now to expand a little on those
five points. .

129. First, belief in God~ My nation includes those
who· follow many different religions: there are Moham
medans, there are Christians, there are Buddhists
in Indonesia, and there are men of no religion. How
ever eighty-five per cent of the ninety-two million
people of the Indonesian nation are followers ofIslam.
Springing from. this fact, and in recognition of the
unified diverSity of_ our nation, we place belief in God
at the forefront. of our philosophy of life. Even those

who follow no God recogni:4\e, intheir innate tolerance,
that belief in the Almighty is characteristic of their
nation and so accept this first Shila.

... ~.

130. Se~ondly, nationalism. The burning force of na
tionalC(sm and ;fhe .desire for,independence sustained
us ana'6~ve uS'\~trengthduring the long colonIal night
and durir1g the \I~truggle for independence. Today that
burning f~rce ~I,.i still within us and still sustains us.
But our nat~P1VA.ismis most certainly not chauvinism..
We most ce:::tainly' do not regard ourselves as su
perior to othel" nations. We most certainly do not seek'
to impose ourselves on other nations. I know well that
the word "nationalism" is suspect andeven giscredited
in the West. That is because the WestitseIf has pros
tituted and. distorted nationalism. And yet truena
tionalism still' burns bright in the West. If it had not,
then the West would not have challenged with arms
the aggressive chauvinism of)utler. .

"~=,,7

131. Does not nationalism-call it, if you will, pa
tr.iotism-does ,not that sustain all nations? Who dares
dEmy the nation which bore him? Who dares turn away
from the nation which made htm.? Nationalism is the
great engine- which drives 8,nd controls all our inter
national activity; it is the great spring of liberty and
the majestic inspiration for freedom.

132. Our 'na~onalism in Asia and Mrica is not the
same as that of the WesternStatesystem.1n the West,
nationalism developed as an aggressive force, seeking
national economic expansion and advantage. It was the
.grandparent of imperialism, whose father was capi
talism. In Asia and Mi-ica, and I beUave'in.Latin
America also, nationalism is a liberating movement,.
.a movement of protest against imperialismandcolo
nialism, and a response to the oppressionofchauvinist
nationalism springing from· Europe. Asia and Mrican
nationalism, and that of Latin America, .cannot be
considered Without reference t10 its· social content.. ,

'133. In Indonesia, we refer to that social content as
our drive towards justice and prosperity. Is that not
a good aim which all can aecept? I do not speak only
of ourselves in Indonesia, nor only of my Asian and
African and Latin AmericJan brothers; I speak of the
whole wo.rld. A just and prosf'2roUS society can be
the aim and the goal of aH men.

134. Mahatma Gandhi (.>nce said: "I am a nationalist,
but my nationalism is humanity." We say that too. We
are nationalists, we lo've our nations, and all nations.
We are nationalists because we believe that nations
are essential to the world iilthe present day, and we
Will continue to be $0 for as far as the eye can see
into the future. Because we are nationalists, we Sup
port and encourage nationalism wherever we find it.

135. Our third pillar is' internationalism.. There is
no conflict or contradiction between nationalism and
internationalism.. Indeed, internatiom:ilism cannot grow
and flourish except in the rich soU of nationalism.
Is not this Organization clear eVidence of_ t.4at? Pre
Viously, there, wa.s the League of Nations; now.there
is the United'Nations!_The v~ry nameS proclaim that
neither could have existed Without the existence of
nations and nationalism. And yet the very eXistence
of both shows that the nations desire andneed an inter
national body in which each is equal. Internationalism
is most certainly not cosmopolitanism, which isa
denial of .nationaliam, which is ·antianational and, cin
deed, 1Ulti-reality.



nations, 6ifthere are rich and poor, exploiters atrd
exploited, there will also be conflict. Remove that
cause of conflict, and the conflict will disappear. That
holds good intern8.tionally as well as within the nation.
The elimination of imperialism and color.ialism re-
moves such exploitation of natten by nation. .

146. 'I believe that there is a way Ol!t of this con
frontation of ideologies. I believe that the way out lies
in the universal application of "Pancha Shlla".

147. Who amongst you'~~jects Pancha Shila? Do the'
representatives of the great United States reject it? .
Do the representatives of the great USSR reject it?
Or those of the UnU~dKingdom, or Polahd,or' France'
or CzechoAlovaktb.? <:k, indeed, any of those who seem

\ . .. . .

to have adopted static\ positions in' this cold war of
ideas~n,d practices, who seek to remain rooted deep
while the world is in flux? ._J

148. Look at this delegation who support me and who f

are sitting here. This is not a delegation of .ciVil·se1"i- .
vants or profession'a1 politicians; this is, aJtleiegation
representing the Indonesiannation. There are soldiers•.
They accept Pancha Shila. There is a great scholar .
of Islam who is a pillar o::fhis faith. He accepts Pancha I

Shila. There is the lead~r of the Powerful Indonesian
\ ' .

Communist Party. He a<\',cepts PanchaShila. The~e ;
are representatives from/the Catholic group andfrom. ,
the Protestant group, fr~(m the Nationalj,st Party an4 .
from the organization of wqrkers and peasants. There
are women, there are intellectuals and administrators. ,
All of them-y.es, all of them-accept Pancha Shlla" '
And they do not accept it merely as an ideological
concept, but as a very practical guide to action. Those
of my nation who seekto be leaders but reject Pancha I.

Shila are in turn reje.cted by the nation.

149. What would be the international application of'
Pancha Shila? How could it work in practice? Letus '
take the five points one by one.

150. First, then, bel.. ief in God. No person who ae-
j I ..~~. .

cepts the Declaration of Indepe~.(~nceasa guide to;
life and action will' deny that. Arid equally certainly, '
no follower of the Comm~IlistManifesto would, .intbis .
international forum today'deny the right to believe in '
the Almighty• For further elucidation about that, I .
refer to Mr. Aidit, the leader of the Indonesian Com
munist Party, who is sitting here in my delegation
and, who accepts, whole-heartedly both the Communist"
Manifesto and the Pancha Shila. ..

151. Secondly, nationalism. We are all'represen.ta-,
Uves of nations. How, then, canwerejectnationalism?
To do so would be to reject our own nations and to .
reject th;e sacrifices of generations. But I warnyoti: ,
if you accept the principle of nationalism, then you
must reject im~rialism. But.to that warning, I Will '
add a reminder: if ~70U reject imperialism, then auto
matically and immediately you, remGve from this'
troubled world a m8,jor cause of tension and conflict. \

152. The third point is internationalism. '/s it nece-s
sary to speak at length about international\'sm in this
international body? Surely not. If our nation:l wereno~
internationally-minded, then those nations . would not
be Members of this Organization. However, true Inter
nationalism is not always found here. 1· regret the

"necessity of saying that, but it i$ a fact: true nationaJJio
ism is not always found here. Only too often' the Unitell
Nations is used as a forum for narrow nationalot
sectional aims. Only too often the great purposes
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136. Rather, true internatiol),aUsm is an expression
of true. nationalism, in which each nation. respects
and guards the rights of all nations, big and small,
old and new. True' internationalism is a sign 'tUatthe
nation has become adult and responsible, forsaking
childish ideas ()f national or racial superiority, for
saking the infantile disorders of chauvinism and cos
mopolitanism.

137. Fourthly, there is democracy. Democracy is
not the monopoly or the invention ofthe Western social
orders. Rather, demoeracy seems to be the natural
condition of man, althoughi.t: is modified to fit par
ticular social conditions.'!

\'-

138~' During the milltJnnia of our Inq.one~i1J1civiliza
tion, we have evolved our own Indonesian <!temocratic
forms. It is our fil3lief that these formshave an inter
national relevance and significance. This is a quest~on

to which I shall return later.
i)

139. <'Finally, the last Shila, the ultimate pillar, is
social "justice. With this we link social prosperity,
for we regard the two as inseparable. Indeed, only a
prosperous society can be a just society, although
prosperity itself can reside in social injustice.

140. That, then, is our Pancha Shila: belief in 'God,
nationalism, internationalism, democracy, social jus
tice~ Those are the principles which my nation fully
accepts and uses as its guide to all political activity,
economic activity and social activity. '

141. It is ,no part 'of my ta~l1t today to describe how,
in our national life and affairs~ we seek to apply and
implement Pancha Shila. To do so would be to intrude
upon the courtesy of this international body. However,
it is my'~'sincere belief that Panri:J1aShila has much
more than a natiop.al significance~, It has a universal
Significance a.nd din be' applied internationally.

,~,._, . I{. , .

142. No one wlll deny the elemenfoftruthin the view
expressed by Bertrand Russell. ~uchof the world is
so divided between those who "accept the ideas and
principles of the Declaration 'of Independence and
those who accept the ideas ~..d principles ofthe Com
munist Manifesto;; Those;/who accept one reject the
other, and there is cO~lict on .both ideological and
practical grounds. '

143. We are ad threaten.~d by this conflict, and we
are concerned by it. Is thel'e nothing to be done about
this threat? Must it continue still for generations,
perhaps finally bursting into a flame which will engulf
us all? Is there/no way out?

144. There must be a way out. If there is not, then
311 our deliberations, all our hopes, .all our struggles,
will be useless. We of Indonesia are not prepared to
sit idly back while the world goes te;> ruin. We are not
prepared to have the clear morning of our independence
overshadowed by radioactive clouds. No nation of Asia
or Africa is prepared to do this. We 1',ave a respon
sibility to the world, and we are ready to accept and
fulfil1tbatresponsibUity.,Tf that means interyening
in what have previously b~enthe affairs of great
J?9wers remote from us, then we are prepared to do
, '~t. No nation of Asia or Africa will shirk that task.

,.._,r.t.

i'145. Is it not clear that conflict arises chiefly from
inequalitieS? Vlithin the nation, the existence of rich
and poor, exploited and exploiters, causes conflict.
Remove the exploitation, and the conflict disappears
because the cause of conflict has gone~ Between the
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striving to throw off illiteracy desires it. All desire
it, because all desire the clear aim of Pancha Shila,
and that clear aim is a just and prosperoussociety~

158) Perhaps you may say: "Yes, we will accept the
word of President Sukarno and we will accept the evi
dence which we see in the composition of his delega"
tion here today, but we are realists in a hard world.
The only way to run an international meeting is the
way wt 'l,n th~ United Nations, with resolutions and
amendments and votes of majorities and minorities.n

159. Let me tel~ you something. We knowfrom equal..
ly hard, practical, realistic experience that our meth
ods of deliberation work also in international bodies.,
work also in the international field. They work there
equally as well as on the national field.
160. J~~9k, not so very long ago, as youknow, repre
sGntativesor twenW-nine nations of Asia and Africa
tnet together i,n Bandung. Those leaders of their
,nations were nt.' impr;actical dreamers. Far from
it~ They were hal"Q,<l'ealistic leaders of men and of
nations, most of them gra:~uates of tile struggle for
national freedom, all of them well versed in the reali
ties of political, as well as international, life and
leadership.

16l.They were of diverse political outlook,' ranging
from the extreme left to the extreme right.

162,. Many in the West did fiot believe that such a
conference could produce p,nything worthwhile. Many
even believed that it woll1d break up in confusion and
mutual recrimination, torn apart on the rock of p0
litical differences.

163. B'Uit the AsiF.n-Aftican Conference succeeded;
the Asiau-African Conference was conductedbymeth..
odsof "musjawarah", of deliberation.

164. There were no majorities, no minorities. There
was no voting. There were only deliberations, and only
the- common desire to reach agreement. Out of that
conference came a unanimous communiqu6, which is
one of the most important achievements ofthis decade,
and perhaps one of the most important docume\1:1ts of
history. }

'165. Can you now still doubt the usefulness and the
efficiency of deliberation by such methodS?

166. I am convinced that the whole-hearted adoption
of such methods of deliberation could ease the work of
this international Organi~~ation.Yes, perhaps it would
make possible the real work of this Organization. It
Would point the way to solutions of many problems
which have accumulated over theyears. Itwouldpermit
the solution of probiems which seem to be insoluble.

167. And remember please that history deals ruth
lessly with those who fail. Who today remembers tho.se
who toiled in the League of Nations?, We remember
only those who wrecked that international body. But
they wrecked an organization ofStates from one corner
of the world only. We are, notprepar.edto sit back idly
and watch this Organization, which is our Organization,
wrecked because it is inflexible or because it is slow
to respond to chariged world conditions. '

168. Is it not worth trying? If you think that it is not,
then you must be pr~pared to justify your decision
before the bar of history.

169. Finally, in the Pancha Shila, there is social
justice. To be applied in the international field, this

and high ideals of our Charter are obscured by the
search for national advantage or national prestige.
True internationalism must be based upon the fact of
national, equality. True internationalism mustbe based
upon equality of regard, aquality of esteem, the prac
tical application of the truth that all men are brothers.
It must, to quote the Preamble of the Charter of the
United Nations-that document which is so often for
gotten-n••• reaffirm faith ••• in the equal rights of
.•• nations large and smallIt. Finally and once more,
internationalism would mean the ending of imperialism
and colonialism, and thus it would mean the ending of.
many dang~rs and tensions. .

• '1

15·$. Fourth, democracy. For us of Illdonesia, de
mocraGY contains three essential elements, It contains
first the prinl~iple of what we call Itmufaltat", that is
unaniJll,~ty; it ,contains secondly the principle of "per
w~lat,\1f, that is, representation; finally, it contains
for ~,f1Jthe principle of rrmusjawarah", and that is de
liberation among representatives. Yes, Indonesian
democracy contains those three:' unanimity, repre- j

sentation, and deliberation among representatives.

154. These principles of our democratic way of life
are deeply enshrined within our people, and have been
from time immemorial. They ruled our democratic
way of life when wild and savage ~ribes still roamed
over Europe. They guided us when feudalism estab
lished itself as a progressive, indeed revolutic;>nary,
fOJ;'ce over Euro;t;;e. They gave us strength when feu
dalism gave birth to capitalism and when capitalism
fathered the impsrialism which enslaved us. They
sustained us during the long eclipse of colonial darJ.:
:nass, and during the long slow years when other and
different forms of democratic practice were slowly
emerging in Europe and America.

155.' Our democracy is old, but it is virile and strong
-as virile and strGng as the Indonesian people from
which it sprang.

1560 This organization of United Nations is an or
ganization of States with equal sovereignty, equal
independence, and equal pride in that sovereignty and
independence. The only way in which it can 'function
satisfactorily is by means of unanimity arising out
of deliberation, or, to use the Indonesian terms, by
"mufakat" arising from "musjawarah". Deliberations
should be held in such a way that there is no contest
between opposing points of view, no resolutions and
counter-resolutions,'" no taking of sides, but only a
persistent effort to find common ground in solving a
problem. From such deliberation there arises a con
sensus,.a unanimity, which is more powerful than a
resolution perhaps not accepted, or perhaps resented,
by the minority. '

157. Am I talking idealistically? Am I dreaming of
an ideal and romantic world? No, I am not. My feet
are firmly planted ~n the ground,. Yes, I look at the
skies for inspiration, but my head is not in the clouds,
I tell you, that such methods ofdeliberationwork. They
work for us; they work in the Indonesian Parliament,
they work in .the Indonesian National Advisory Council,
they work in the Indonesian Cabinet ofMinisters. Th~y
work because the representatives of our nation desire
to make them work. The Communists desire it, the
Nationalists desire it, the Moslems desire it, the
Christians desire it. The Army desires it,the man
in the city and the man in the remote village both
desire ., it; the intellectual desires it, the man' just

(.) -" -
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should perhaps be international social justice. Once
again, to accept this principle would be to reject colo
nialism and imperialism.

170. Furthermore, the acceptance of social justice
as an aim by these United Nations would mean the
acceptance of certain responsibilities and duties. It
would mean a determined, united effort to end many
of the social evils which trouble our world. It would
mean that. aid to the technically under-developed and
the less fortunate nations would be removed from the
atmosphere of the cold war. It would also mean the
practical recognition that. all men are brothers and
that all men have a responsibility to their brothers.

171. Is not that a noble aim? Does anyone dare deny
the nobility and justice of that aim?

172. If there is any such, then let him face the reali
ty. Let him face the hungry, let him face the illiterate,
let him face the sick, and let him then justify his
denial.

173. Let me now repeat once more those five prin
ciples: belief in God, nationalism, internationalism,
democracy, social justice.

174. Let us inquire whether these things do in fact
constitute a synthesis which all can accept. Let us
ask ourselves whether the acceptance of these prin
ciples would provide a solution to the problems faced
by this Organization.
175. Of course, the United Nations consists of more
than the Charter of the United Nations. Nevertheless
that historic docmnent remains the guiding star and
the inspiration of this Organization.

176. In many ways, the Cha.rter reflects the political
and power constellation of the time of its origin. In
many ways that Charter does not reflect the realities
of today.

177. Let us consider then whether the five principles
I have enunciated would make our Charter stronger
and better.

178. I believe, yes, I firmly believe that the adop
tion of those five principles and the writing of them
into the Charter would greatly strengthen the United
Nations. I believe it would bring the United Nations
into line with the recent development of the world. I
believe that it would make it possible for the United
Nations to face the future refreslled and confident.
Finally, I believe that the adoption of Pancha Shila as
a foundation of the Charter would make the Charter
more whole-heartedly acceptable to all Members, both
old and new.

179. I will make one further point in this direction.
It is a great honour to have the seat of the United
Nations within one's country. We are all grateful in
deed to the United States of America that it offered
a permanent home to our Organization. However, it
might well be questioned whether this is advisable.

180. With all respect, I submit that it might not be
so. The fact that the seat of the United Nations is in
the territory of one of the cold war protagonists has
meant that the cold war has worked its way even into
the work and the administration and household of our
Organization. So much so, indeed, that the very at
tendance at this session of the leader of a great nation
has become a cold war issue, a cold war weapon, and
a means of sharpening that dangerous and futile way
of life.

181. Let us inquire whether the seat of our Organi
zation should not be removed from the atmosphere of
the cold war. Let US inquire whether Asia or Africa
or Geneva will offer a permanent home to us, remote
from the cold war, uncommitted to either bloc, and
where the representatives can move easily and freely
where they will, and in dOing so, perhaps gain a wider
understanding of the world and its problems.

182. I am convinced that an Asian or African country,
in its faith and belief, would gladly offer hospitality
to the United Nations, perhaps setting aside a suffi
cient area wherein the Organization itself would be
sovereign and in which the discussions vital to the
vital work could take place in security and brother
hood.

183. The United Nations is no longer the same body
as that which signed the Charter fifteen years ago.
Nor is this world the same world. Those who laboured
in wisdom to produce the Charter of this Organization
could not have foreseen the shape which it has taken
today. Of those wise and far-sighted men, but few
realized that the end of imperialism was in sight and
that if this Organization was to live it must provide
for a great and overbearing and invigorating influx of
new and reborn nations.

184. The purpose of the United Nations should be to
solve problems. To use it as amere debating platform
or as a propaganda 0utlet, or as an extension of do
mestic politics is to pervert the high ideals which
should imbue this body.

185. Colonial turbulence, the rapid development ofthe
still technically under-developed areas, and the ques
tion of disarmament, are still suitable and urgent
matters for our consideration and deliberation. How
ever, it has become clear that these vital matters
cannot satisfactorily be dealt with by the present
Organization of the United Nations. The history of
this body demonstrates sadly and clearly the truth of
what I say.

186. It is certainly not surprising that this should
be so. The fact is that our Organiz ation reflecta the
world of 1945, not the world of today. Thi s is BO within
all its bodies, except this single august Assembly and
in all its agencies.

187. The organization and membership ofthe Securi
ty Council, that most important body, reflects the
economic, military and power map of the world of
1945, when this Organization was born of a vast in
spiration and vision. That is also true of most other
a.gencies. They do not reflect the rise of the socialist
countries, nor the rocketing of Asian and African
independence.

188. In order to modernize and make efficient our
Organization, perhaps even the Secretariat, under the
leadership of its Secretary-General, may need to be
revised. In saying this, I am not, most definitely
not, in any way oriticizing or denouncing the present
Secretary-General who is striving to do a good job
under outmoded conditions which must at times seem
impossible.

189. How, then, can they be efficient? How canmem
bers of those two groups in the world-groups which
are a reality and must be accepted-howcanmembers
of those two groups feel at ease in this Organization,
and have the necessary utmost confidence in it?
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190. Since th~ Second World War, we have witnessed
three great permanent phenomena. First is the rise
of the socialist countries. That was not foreseen in
1945. Second is the great wave of national libera..
tion and economic emancipation which has swept
over ASia 'and Mrica and· over our brothers in Latin
America. I think that only we who were directly in..
volved anticipated that. Third is the great scientific
advance, which. at first dealt in weapons and war, but
which isturnirig now,to the barriers and frontiers of,.
space. Who could'have prophesied this? .

, I

191. It is true that our Charter can be revised. I am
aware that there ~ists a procedure for dQing so, and
a time when it can be done. But this question is u~
gent. It maybe amatteroflife and death for the United
Nations. No narrow legalistic thinking should prevent
this being done at once.

.192. . Equally it Is essential that the distribution of
seats in the Security Council and the other bodies and
agencies should be revised. I am not thinking in this
matter in terms of 1>100 votes, but I am thinking of
the urgencytliatthe Charter of the United Nations, of
the United Nations bodies, and its Secretariat should
all reflect the true position of our present world.

193. We of Indonel;da 'regard this body with great
, hope and 'yet with·great fear. We regard it with great

hope because it was useful to us in our struggle for
national life. We regard it with great hope because
we believe that only some such organization as this
can provide the framework for the sane .and secure
world w~ crave. We regard it with great fear, because
we have presented one great national issue, the issue
of West lrian, before this Assembly, and no solution
has been found. We regard it with fear because great
Powers of the.world have introduced their dangerous
cold war game bito its halls. We regard it with fear
lest it should fail, and go the way of its predecessor,
and thus remove from the eyes of man a vision of a
secure and united future.

-194. Let us face the fact that this Organization, in
its' present methods and by its present form, is a
product of the Western State system. Pardon me, but
I cannot' regard that system with reverence. I cannot
even regard it with very much affection, although I do
respect it greatly. .

195. Imperfalism, and colonialism were offspring of
that Western State system, and in common with the
vast majority of this Organization, I hate imperialism,
I detest colonialism,' and I fear the consequences of
their last bitter struggle for life. Twice within my.'
own lifetime the Western State system has torn itself
to shreds, and Once almost destroyed the world, in
bitter conflict.

196. Can you wonder that so many of us look at this
Organization, which is also a product of the Western
state system, with a question in our eyes? Please, do
not misunderstand me. We respect and admire' that
system. We have been inspiredby thewords·of Lincoln
and of Lenin,· by the deeds of Washington and l>y the
deeds of Garibaldi. Eve~ perhaps, we look with envy
upon some of the physical achi~vementsof the West.
But we are determined that our nations, and the world
as a whole, shall not be the plaything of one $!nall
corner of the world.

197. We do not seek to defend the world we know:
we seek to build anew, a better world! We seek to

build a world sane and secure.. We seek to build a
world in which all may live in peace.. We seek to buiid
a world of justice and prosperity for all men. We seek
to build a world in which humanity can achieve its full
stature.

198. It has been said that we live in the midst of a
revolution of rising expectations. It. is not so. We live
in the midst of a revolution of rising demands! Those
who were pr~viously'without freedom now demand
freedom. Those who were previously without a voice
now demand that their voices be heard. Those who
were previously hungry now demand dce, plentifully
and .every day. Those who were previously unlettered
now demand education.. .

199. This whole world is a vast powerhouse.of revO""
lution, a vast· revolutionary ammunition cm.:mp. No
less than three-oquarters of humanity is involved in
this revolution of rising demands, and this is the great
est revolutiorxsince man first walked erect in a virgin
and pleasant world. The success or failure'~of this
Organization will be judged by its relationship to that
revolution of rising demands. Future generations Will
praise us or condemn us in the light of our response
to this challenge.

200. We' dare not fail. We dare not turn our backs
on history. If we do, thenwe are lo~t indeed. My nation
is determined that we shall not fail. I do not speak to
you. from weakness; I speak to you from strength. I
bring to you the greetings of ninety-two million peG""
pIe, and I bring to you the demand of that nation. We
have now the opportunity of building together a better
world, a more secure world. That opportunity may
not come again. c'rasp it, then,hold it tight, us~ it.

201. No man of good will and integrity will disagree
with the hopes and beliefs I have expressed, on behalf
of my nation, and indeed on behalf of all men. Let us
then seek, immediately and with no' further delay, the
meanS of translating those hopes into realities.

202. As a practical step in this direction, it i(\ my
honour .and 'fny duty to submit a draft resolution to
this General Assembly. On behalf of the delegationo
of Ghana, India, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia
and Indonesia, I hereby submit the following draft
resolution:

liThe General Assembly,

"Deeply'concerned with the recent deterioration
in international relations which threatens the world
with grave consequences,

"Aware of t;he great expectancy of the world that
this Assembly will assist in helping to prepare the
way for the easing of world tension,

"Conscious of the grav~ and urgent responsibility
that rests on the United Nations to initiate helpful

. efforts, .

"Requests, as a first urgent step, the President
of the United States of America and the Chairman
of the Council of Ministers of' the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to renew their contacts inter
rupted recently, so that their declared willingness
to find solutions of the outstanmttg problems by ne
gotiation may be progressively implemented.u)

203. May I request, on behalf of the delegationS of
the aforementioned five nations that this draft resO""
lution receive your urgent consideration. A letter to
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understandably devoting the closest poSsible attention.
to the events that are taking place 110W in this hall
which so many distinguished leaders are honOUring
with their presence. . .

215. Obviously, my country cannot share many of the
views which have been expressed here and whichhave
imparted an' unnecessarily acrimonious note to the
general debate. This does not, however, prevent me
from greeting all those who come here as genUine
representatives of their peoples with the same respect
as I shall show when I am forced to dissent from many
of their opinions.

216. I believe that I am not mistaken when I single
out as the greatest advantage of the United Nations
the permanent opportunity which it affords to all coun..,
tries to make their views heard from this rostrum
whose echoes are undeniably world-wide. The way in
which the great Powers and the small nations follow
each other as their turn comes to speak' is a noble
and encouraging example of democracy. It is also, of
course, a valuable experience for countries to witness
the simplicity with which the voice of reason USUally
speaks. There can be no doubt that the debates of this
Assembly have an active and effective educational
impact on world opinion. For my own part, I may say
that I am now more than ever wary of all oratorical
excess.-

217. Mankind is entitled to trust in the sense of re
sponsibility of those who can, if they will, guide the
world along paths of peace and social well-being. It
is well-nigh inconceivable that this Assembly, which
is attended by the Heads of Government ofthe greatest
Powers as well as other eminent statesm,en and dia-
tinguished international leaders, should not decide to
convey to all the peoples of the' world a message of
confidence in the present and faith in the future. It
woul4 be unfair to increase still further the WOrld'S
burden of anxiety and to undermine its' hope in the
success of this meeting, which could hardly be: at a
higher ·level. May 'I be allowed to say that thi" is a
real summit meeting, and that an, agreement can be
reached here on the healing formulae which we had
all hoped would emerge from the Par-is Summit Con
ferenceof May 1960.

218. We are convinced of the infinite danger which
lies in the failure of the great Powers to agree on
the question of disarmament. There can be no doubt
that this is the key point onwhich many very vexatious
problems to a great extent depend. Theworld's yearn
ing for .peace would be satisfied in large measure if,
thrpugh a joint effort by all peoples of good will, tl7.~

great Powers could succeed in agreeing to reSilme
La negotiatIons on disarmament. ~o this end, my'
country makes a sincere appeal to the principal actors
in theworld drama to put forward formulae for agree
ment which will make it possible for mankind to live,
as President Roosevelt proclaimed, in freedom from
fear. -

219. The armaments race has been consuming the
energies of the Powers with the greatest technical
and economic potentialities. In this respect, science
has turned away from its worthiest goals in order to
place itself at the service of tremendous experiments
that can exert a destructive power capable of thrust
ing mankind back into the first darkness of c:teation.
What was once regarded as the fantas~7of a frr'N dream
erS is today indisputable reality. At the pi-esent'mo-

.... '0 <

this effect, Signed by the heads of the delegations of
Ghana, India, the 'United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia
and Indonesia, has' already been sent to the Secretariat.

204. I submit that draft resolution on behalf of those
five delegations and on behalf of the millions of people
in those nations.

205.. To accept this resolution is a possible and im
mediate step. Let this General Assembly accept this
resolution as soon as possible. Let us take this prac
tical step towards an easing of the dangerous tension
in our world. Let us carry this resolution unanimous
ly, so that the full force of the world's concern may
be felt. Let us take this first step, and let us determine
to continue our activity and pressure until our world
becomes the better and more secure world we en
visage.
206. Remember what has gone before. Remember
the struggle and the sacrifice we newer Members of
this Organization have undergone. Remember that our
travail was caused and prolonged by rejection of the
principles of the United Nations. We are determined'
that it shall not happen again.

207. Build the world anew. Build it solid and strong
and sane. Build that world in which all nations exist
in peace and brotherhood. Build the world fit for the
dreams and the ideals of humanity. Break now with
the past, fol' the day is at its dawning. Break now.
with the past, so that we can justify ourselves with
the future.
208~ r pray that God Almighty will bless and guide
the-deliberations of this Assembly.

209. The PRESIDENT: At this ppint I call on the
Prime Minister of India, who has asked for the floor.

210. Mr. NEHRU (Prime Minister of India): Mr.
President, r have come to this rostrum, at your bid
ding, for a purely formal purpose. I am not at. preSE)nt
taking part in the general debate.
211. The Assembly has justheard the draft resolution
contained in document AI4~22t whichmy distinguished
friend, PreSident Sukarno of Indonesia, has read qlUt.
This draft resolution is sponsored by Ghana, InOlia,
Indonesia, the United Arab Republic and Yugoslavia.
I move this draft resoiution formally so that the Al'i
sembly will be seized of it and itmay' be debated upon,.

-As the Assembly is master of its own procedure, it
will no doubt decide in due course, under your direc
tion, Sir, as to when this draft resolutionmay be voted
upon.
212. The PRESIDENT: The Assembly has heard the
suggestionB j~- ...·:t.ade by the Prime Minister of India.
If no other representative desires to speak, I shali
take it as an indication that the Assembly as a whole
is prepared to proceed in accordance with the sugges
tions just made by the Prime Minister.
213. Mr. TURBAY AYALA (Colombia) (translated
from Spanish): Mr. President, you represent a country
Whose cultural traditions, desire for peace andpoliti
cal maturity we all admire. The task ofconducting the
debates of this world forum has thus fallen to expert,
impartial and steady hands. I congratulate you, Mr.
Boland, on the signal honour bestowed upon you by
the Assembly, and I congratulate the Assembly on its
wisdom in electing you to the Chair.

214: World opinion, which has always followed the
progress of the Assembly's work with interest, is
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226. There are, to be sure, two Systems for achieving
material progress, and both have. given positive re-
suIts. Both East and West have made admirable tech
nological progress, and both sides can quote con
Vincing statistics. The spokesmen of the--East in this
Assemply have told us, f01' exam.ple~ how many kilo
watts of power are produced 'per caput. but they have
not told us, and I fear that ~~ will neVer be able
to tell us, the amount of freedom enjoyed per caput _
under their system.

227. Peace will necessarily be threatened as long as
governm.ent does not serve the general inte:test and
does not ensure the same respect for its own views
and those of other systems. We believe in spirlt.u21
values, and in intalleotual controversy, and that is why
we do not hesitate to disapprove and systeJ;D. whi~h
prohibits opposing views and regiments thought. Re
bellion of the spirit is better measured by refusal to
_accept any type of imposition thanby slavish obedtence
in putting into effect the slogans of foreign revolution.

228. Freedom, however, cannot be an end in itf:ielf;
it must be a means for _developing the creative ener
gies of man and encouraging_the people's constant
dreams of improvement. A free people is not_one
which blindly follows the will of a single man but one
whose conduct is govei:ll.edby law, and, above all, one
that finds in free elections the means and the oppor
tunity of establishing a government in keeping with
its desires and needs. A people is also free when it
surrounds with ~afeguards the supreme dignitjof the
human person and respects the rights of the citizen.

22ge At the Fifth Meeting ofConsultationofMinisters
of Foreign Affairs of the Atnerican States, held at
Santiago de Chile in August, 1959, and the Seventh
Meeting, held at SanJos6, Costa Ricain August, 1960,

on.

ment, man possesses instruments of war which can
increase -his power of destruction _still further, and,
for peace of Inind;and above allfor survival, mankind
must be' _asslUz'ed that these diabolical weapons will
remain unUSEld. .

2200 Although the very power of nucl~arweapons to
destroy would seem to remove the1ikelthood of atomic
war, it is by no means out of the question that man,
whose rashness has 'Qeen attested to in' -history by
many examples, may, in a moment ofpride er despair
-the results of which would in this case be the same
light the fatal-bonfire that will consume theeworld. We
still have time to press the vital urgency ofa l'&
aumption of negotiations on disarmament by the great
Powers. My country does not, of course, claim to
possess any magic formula that could ensure' a happy
solution of this complicated problem. Our attitude is
not prompted by brash self-conc~itbut by alegitimate
aspiration that mankind should be preserv~d and live

880thmeeting-' 30 September 196(f-----------------------------_._----------
countl>y is rai~'\~dinthis hall not to deliver insults but
rath(lr to staunch wounds. We wish at all times to keep
our feet on the firm ground of -reality and to work
sensibly and dispassionately•Because ofour restricted
possibjlities of action in the field ofinternational con
flict, we feel free of responsibility for submitting
plans tp this critical audience on the control of outer
space and the use of nuclear energy. We are sure that

" the Assembly will forgive andunderstandourmodera
tion and our detennination not to play the part of a
great Power when we are not one. We believe in our
own simplicity, and our conduct in national and inte;r...
national ~atters is appropriate to our recognized
limitations. It requires as much maturity to manage
weakness as it does to know how to be strong.

~24. We proclaim; our democratic status with pride~

We uphold allthdSe values which ennoble and dignify
existence, and we continue to regard freedom as the
supreihe good of all people. Our solidarity with the
nations of the free wodd is-well known, as is our zeal
not to jeopardize that unity which we ,regard as _es
sential for the defence ofthe democratic system, under
whose banner we have 'always fought to achieve our
goals of well-being and dignity.

225. It is obvious t.hat mere political freedom cannot
become the sole objective of nations, but it is no less
certain that we can never renoUnce it on the pret~xt

of safegUarding material welfare. Th~ concepts of
security and freedom must be combined 80 as to prP
duce a constructive plan in which the development of
nations can proc~ed within the framework of liberty.

221. If progress is made towards disarmament, there
will be .no war, for unarmed peoples do not usually
engage in armed conijict. On the day when nations
have no power of intimidation, their disputes will be
settled by peaceful means, and mankind will attain

_.5:andreamed-ofheights of progress. Similarly; dis
armament Will enable nations tolivetogetherinpeace,
and peaceful co-existence will emerge spontaneously
and set the international tone. My country realizes
that the world is living through one of the crucial
moments in history and that here in this memorable
Asselnbly the peoples have an opportunity of rebuild
ing the hopes that were frustrated byuntoward events.
I know full well that in an objective analysis of the
world situation it is of no great iml;lortance when a
country like mine, with only :flfteen million inhabi
tants, proclaims its desire for concord and its decided
preference for the methods of persuasion and under
standing. CQlombia can state with pride that it has
n~ver constituted a threat to its neighbours and that
within its own limited possibilities it has never been
a cause of international tension. My coimtry, which
like most Latin American countries has already cele
brated 150 yE ~.rs of independence, has a longtradition
of pacificismand a firm democratic discipline. We
.repudiate an armaments mental~ty in al11ts forms. We
are a country ruled by law. We have confidence in
our lawful authorities, a...",d we have no need to arm.
our people in order to sur~~ound them with safeguards
and serve their interests.
222. I have listened with particular interest to the
SPeeches that have been made here and, despite the
fiery tone of some of them, I must confess that my
country continues to have, faith in the possil?ility that
the United States and the Soviet Union :mayfind a rea
sonable common ground for the settlement of their
~erences~The speech oftheChairm!anoftheCouncil
of Ministers of the USSR, Mr. N. S.. Khrushchev, ob
viously contained much propaganda material, but des
pite its polemical tone it did finally recogmzethe need
for an understanding betr,veen the United States and the
Soviet Union. All of 'Cs, perhaps without exception,
regard such an understanding as the pririlary require-
ment for strengthe~ngworld ,Peace. ' ,
223.' In the circumstlinces, everything calls upon us
to be discreet and reminds us that our role is not to
intensify disagreements but to encourage closer under
standing among nations. That is why the voice of my

I
I
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YIn the final Declaration of San 10s6. Costa Rica.
.vSee: United Nations Treaty Series.. vol. 119 (1952) pp. 48-96.

i!Approved by the Fifth Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of For-
eign Affairs of the American States, held at Santiago de Chile in August
1959.

.§ISee: United Nations Treaty Series. vol. 21. (1948) No. 324.
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the characteristics of Amei'ican democracy were an American State is to be l"egarded as an armed at-
clearly and unmistakably defined.!! I had the signal tack against the whole COntinent. It'is, of course, this
honour, at both meetings, of presiding over the Gen- Treaty-and not the MonrQe doctrine, whichwe regard
eral Committe~" as the representative of Colombia, as definitely superaede<l--1;hatenables us to mobilize
and I am thus particularly well acquainted With what the energies of all thr, Ame::':~m States to ensure the
toolt place. defence and solidarity of the hemisphere.
230. In August 1959, the Foreign Ministers of the 234. United States Se~retary'of State Herter was
twenty--one American States mettogether in the Chilean emphatic in qt~,claring at SP;D Jos6, Costa Rica, that
capital and, after a detailed study of the causes of the United States has no intention of committi¥g ag
international tension in the Americas, concludedunani- gression ~~dnstCuba, and he confirmed the declara
mously, or in other tlords without a single dissenting tions, previously made by Amba.ssador Cabot Lodge
vote, that it was essential to stress that the conduct in the Security CouncU. All of us representing the
of the Governments of the hemisphere must conform other countries of America affirmed in clear and
strictly to 'the provisions of the Charter of BogotA. of categorical terms that Cuba does not need the pro
1948,Y which is the basic instrument of our regional tection of the Soviet Union or of any other extra-
organization.. Thus it was ,that, in furtherance of the contInental Power, since its freedom of action is
basic principles of the inter-American system, we guaranteed by the principle of non-intervention which
adopted the Declaration of Santiago de Cbile~ inwhich is the backbone of the inter-A~ericansystem.
the poli~cal aspirations ofour peoples are enumerated 235. To the very best of our information and know-
and summed up. In this Declaration we restated the ledge there does not exist any threat of aggression
democratic concept of the separation of powers and against Cuba on the part of the Government of the
reaffirmed our conviction that the Governments ofthis United States or of any other American State. We
continent should be the result of free elections. We therefore consider all attempts by the SQviet Union
condemned perpetuation in pOwer. We proclaimed at political and military intervention in American
freedom of information and the unrestricted exercise affairs to be unjustifiable and ina~issible. ~
of freedom of the Press, radio and television. We
asked for respect for hUman rights and stressed the 236. America not only believes in the necessity of
urgency of effectively combating economic under:- peaceful coexistence but also desires that ma:nkind
development in order to, strengthen democratic insti- should be able not only to coexist but to live together
tutions. in a civilized manner and to co-operate in planning

for the benefit of all. Peaceful coexistence is not,
231. In August 1960, the AmericanFo:r.eignMinisters however, helped, but isratherundermined,whencoun
met again at San Jos~, Costa Rica, where we had QC- tries violate or encourage the violation ofthe principle
casion to study the problems posed for the unity and of non-intervention. The position which we American
solidarity of the hemisphere by Mr. Khrushchev's Foreign Ministers adopted at San Jose consisted in
proposals to use his guided missiles to intervene in rejecting and condemning every such attempt at extra
tile dispute between two American,States, and the ae- continental intervention in the problems of America.
ceptance in various forms, each more compromising , ' .
than th~ last, which the Cuban Government gave to 237.. Within the framework of peaceful coexistence,
that offer. peoples of the' most varied political pbfiosophies and

the most incompatible systems of "government can
232. America possesses a regional system that is have diplomatic, commercial and cUltural relations.
older even than the United Nations andoffers abundant Some nations of this continent have relations with the
resources for the peaceful settlement of-any dispute. Socialist countries and even with the Soviet 'Union
We have outlawed aggressive war in our hemisphere itself. We must, nevertheless, emphasize that under
and have laid down that conquest confers no rights. the guise or pretext of such relations, we American
An armed attack by any American State against any peoples are' not prepared to accept any act of extra
other American State sh~l be considered as an attack continental intervention in our continent, even should
against' all the other countries of the continent. In this such 9.n attempt be accompanied by the threatenedUse
way we have been able to chec:~ the arms raoe that of guided missiles.
was consuming a large part of the economic resources 238. At San Jos6, Costa Bica, we reaffirmed the
of the Latin American countries. principle of non-intervention by any AmericanState in

the internal or external affairs of the other American
States" and we reiterated that' each State has the right
to, develop its cultural, political and 'economic life
freely and D.atnrally, respecting the rights of the in
dividual and the principles of universal 'morality.
239. This example demonstrat~s that 'in rejecting
extracontinental intervention, America is not apply-,
ingto outside Powers a procedure different f;rom
that which it has applied to itself. We have the'moral
authority and the political authority to act in harmony
with the proposals and the spirit of, independence that
were made evide~,t at the SeventhMeetingof,Ministers
of Foreign Affair~~ held at San Jos6,Costa, Rica.
240. We declared, at San Jos', and we reaffirm today
in the United Nations Assembly)' that aIlyatteDlpt .to
intervene in the affairs of another State for the pur
pose of imposing upon it one's ~Wnideologiesor.one's

'233. ,In the field of continental solidarity, we are
bound by.~isting treaties which are surely a model of

. -"Yihat a. regi~nal organization can do when it is estab
lished for de~ensive and not for aggressive purposes.
We LaUD. Ameflcsn countries believe in the effec
tiveness of the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal
Assisfance of Rio de Janeiro of 1947t"§!'whfch grants
us specific rights and imposes upon us necessary

,~esponsibilities.That Treaty, which we regard as the
highest achievement of inter-American co-operation,
.specifies that any extracontinental armed attack against
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' own political, ecOnomic or social principles is unlaw- the framework of "Operation Pan America", the prob
M. We have no desire to be either the importers or lems connected~ththe economic and social develop
exporters of revolutions. We wish to bring about thement of our people~. I would be unjust not to Rtate
evolution of our peoples within aItAmerican frame- tbat..that gathering constituted th~ most decisive ~tep
work, using methods and procedures which are in forward yet taken in the field of inter-Anlerlcan
keeping with our civilization and our customs. We are co-operation" "j

not prepared to renounce our autonomy in order to 245. The eco~,omic Act ofBogot~\ of 1960 clearly
prove that we are reyolutionariea. We frankly canno~ reflect$the deterininationof the nineteen stgnatorr
accept ,~s a criterion the .anarchic.policy of renoune- .' Governments to,fight against under-development until
ing the principle of non-lDtervention~ In the sense.of victory is won; We committed ourselves to an a:rnbi
continuing to uphold the international rule offair,play, 'tious programme of social measures which we con
I am afrllJ,d I wQuld not,be wrong in affirming that all sidered of the most vital importance. Land, reform,
States are very conservative. Some States, how.ever'hQusing education, health and small industry willnow
tend to be more categorical in defending their own :receive'the benefit of external credits 'which were
rights than in recogtPzing those of others. formerly 'reserved only for programmes certain to
241. Allow me to dwell further ontheposition adopted be profitable., '
by the American Foreign Minister~ at San~os6,Co~ta 246. 'It would be a wrong interpreta~ion of the Act of
Rica, in order to underline the posItive atb~de whIch BogotA. to, suppose that the needs of'~oonomicdevelop
we followed there. We declared at that ~e, and ment were overlooked. On the contraryJ we reaffirmed
we now affirm it once more, that Cuba, as .well .as our conviction that the prime need of our peoples is
every other American State,can- be assured that.lt,s the reinforcement of economic progr:,unmes. Yet it
independence, ',integrity and, soverej(gnty ar~ fully would be hardly fair to tell Dur people that until we
guaranteed and protected by the safeguards whIch our have constructed all the hydroelectric plants and all
regional organization provide~.. Th~ heroic people:: of the irrigation canals and all the railways and roads
Cuba need not rely on the SOVlet Umon for p:rotect~on that are included in the Latin 4merican development
which can never b,e more e!fective .or more fittIng;, programmes, they hacYGllo ngat to own' their lan<t
than that which we, her AmerIcansisters, have offered or to live in decent <dwellings, or to have adequate
her not once but many times. education or medical services. The programmes of
242. Latin America need baveno fear of advanced economic and social, developfuent.al"~ complementary,
i<re'as or of social justice. We who todayhold the reins and 'both constitute the natural basIs, for peace and
of government in America are fully alive to our obli- well-being.
gati()ns to pursue vigorously the ec:on01D:ic development 247. It is obvious that. in the s.tl'Uggl.e against under
of our nations. The era has gone In !ihlChit was ~s- development, the peoples who live and produce under
sible to restrain the l?nging for SOCIal renewal whIch conditions of poverty must, contribute the main effort
is to be found today lD every land of the earth. Our themselvea. We accept it as our task to devote to the
rural masses need their?wn land ~d adequat~ tools, work of recovery' an indomitable will to act and an
and we m~st theref?re Introduce, Just agranan ~d ordered planning of public expenditure. Since, how
technical reforms WIthout delay. Our people reqmre ever the question at issue is the defence of dem.o
decent dwellings, and we mqst provide them with the crat1c values, it is, clear that peoples professing the
means for building such dwellings.'rhey also need same principles and having the same systems as we
schools ~d hospitals, and we cannot re-fuse them do ought to come to our aid, the cause of freedom
thes6~ The time has come for. the great social.eyolu- being indivisible. These are the circumstances in
tion which, as the ~~glish statesman said, will give which we. have gratefully accepted the economic co
to the people by peaceful processes all that it longs operation offered us by the United States, which many
for and does not always attain through bloody revo- countrit-1S in other continents have long beenreceiving
lution.. in abundance 'and which only now is beginningto reach
243. For many years we have been stressing the need Latin America in a systematic and sustained form.
for reinforcing all the means that can b.e used in the 248. In the Act of Bogot' we pointed out tha.t the
vital work of technic.al and economic assIstanceW~ich European countries which have now overcome their
the ,great ]?owers, lD a free spirit ?f co-operatIon, post~wareconomic difficult.ies wvuld be well advised
rnust offer the under-de'!el?ped nations. Where ~e to co-operate more,fully with the countries ofAmerica,
United Nations has failed In Its 'York of rehabilitatIon which have' given them so many proofs of their soli
has und~ubte~y been in the ins~iciency o~ the eca- darity. Not only could they intensify their technical
nomic 8ld which it has been meting out in tiny drops assishnce and make larger investments in our con
to the most needy countries. , Unent, but. they could also consume a greater volllme
244. Within the American system, we have long been of our products and eliminate many of the obstacles
callinrr for a more activeparticipa.tionbyinterna.tional in the form of tariffs and taxes, which,today impede
il1stitU'tions and by the GovernmentoftheUnitedStates. the access llf our products to European markets. '!~
In this sphere we can say today that important ad- feel sure ~at the countries of Western Europe,,~U
vances have been made. Last year we founded the not be backward in making the contribution whichthey
Inter-American Development Bank, which has already could today offe~ .Latin America in every sphere. Just
begun.its activities andis'destinedtobecomethe most as.for several years we ,declared the urge~~'becessity
effective of all instruments for continental assistance. for, a radical change of, attitude towardsC?ur peoples
A~ the beginning of this month, the representatives of on the part of the United Statea Government, we today
'twenty American states met 'at ~ogotA2I to study, in make the same appeal to the European countri'3Sand

'. . ' '. express in anticipation the gratitude which we woUld
•..2IThird meeting of the ~pecial Committee to study the Formulation all f 'I in Latin America for a change in their posttion
of New Measures for Economic Cooperation (Committee of Twenty- ee . ,"
One) held in Bogot«, Colombia. 5-13 September 1960. with respect to the nations of this hemisphere.
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255. Let me likewisereaffirxn our gro~ng faith in
the Organization of American Sta~s and in the United
Nations.

256. I wish to thank the Assembly for the indulgent
attention which, it has given to my remarks. They
reflect the views of a country which loves peace, ex
tols the benefits of social justice, proclaims the values
of liberty and respects the rule of law.

Mr. 111t1eca (Panama), Vice-PresldeDt, took the
Cha1r.

257.' The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): The
representative of Cuba wishes to exercise his right
of reply.

258. Mr. BISBE (Cuba) (translated from Spanish):
In the statement which the representative ofColombia
has just made, he said:

"In August 1960, ilie American Foreign Ministers
met again at San J 9s6, Costa Rica, where we had
occasion to study the problems posed for the unity
and solidarity ofthehemisphereby Premier Khrush..
chev's proposals to use his guidedmissiles to inter
vene in the dispute between two American States,
and the acceptance in various forms, each more
compromising than the last, which the Cuban GO\TD
ernment gave to that offer."

259. These are the exactwords which the representa
tive of Colombia has just used. The, words do not, .
however, accurately reflect what happened. The Soviet
Union stated what it was prepared to do in the event of
United States aggression ag~dnst Cubao ThiS declara
tion was conditional upon the existenc~ of aggression.
Our Gove:mmentand people1 at the ~ost tragic and
dangerous, but also the finest,moment in their his
tory, could only accept this help with all gratitude.

260. Where there is a clear contradiction-which the
Colombian representati.ve has not tri,ed to understand
-is in the fact that the Foreign Ministers of Latin
America, at San Jos6, Costa Rica, were eager to de-
nounce non-eXistent aggression from outside the con
tinent but. said r.iothing about aggression within the
continent-the United States aggression against. Cuba
which does exist.

261. I shall not go into details, bec-anse the matter
was exhaustively dealt with by Mr. RaUl Roa, our
Ministar of Foreign Affairs, when he brought Cuba's
case before the Security Council, 1J .in his statement
at the San Jos6 Conference and in the full speech Dr.
Fidel Castro, our Prime Minister, made to the Gen
eral Assembly [872nd meeting].

262. I do not propose to speak of all the ways in which
this aggression has been committed, but I should like
to refer to one very concrete example, of which ~1

. Latin Americans must be aware. I mean the economic
aggression against my country. This type of aggression
is expressly condemned by article 16 of the .Charter
of. Bogot! of 1948. I ask you, is not the reduction of
Cuba's sugar quota by more than 900,000 tons a case
of real and obvious economic aggression? This is the
extraordinar-j thing. Cuba has not committed aggres
s~on, but has been the victim of aggression. At the San
Jos~ Conference there was no im.plied sanction against
the aggressive Power, but there was sanction of a
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249.. The United States. hasncneed for allY country
:to Come t~ its defence, bU(;'in the nam.ef~f-,ustice I
must express COlombia'.s appreciation for the WfLY in
which the United States representatives conducted
tbemselve$ at the Bogot! economic.conference. They
gave ample proof there of their familiarity with Latin
American problems and of their willingness to co
operate. We feel convinced that this ianot a passing
attitude but a permanent policy whichtheUnitedStates
will not abandon until we have finally won the battle
against poverty.

250. The United Nations was instituted in order to
keep alive contacts between the representatives of
Member States and thus to ensure that peoples would
not adopt unilateral positions which might easily lead
them into war. The effectiveness ofthisworld Orb'ani
zation has been put to the mostgruellingtests and has
fortunate1y triumphed over them. The balance-sheet
which the United, Nations can present to the world is
fully satisfactory and justifies the efforts of its foun
ders and the trust placed in it by mankind.

251. The signatorit:ls to the San Francisco Charter
were careful to endow the Org~zation'with sufficient
powers to act speedily and effectively in every situa
tion in which peace might be endangered. My country
considers that the world Organization can better ful
fil its Y;ltal task when all Member States back up its
autho:r;lty and support its decisions. Colombia iden
tifies itself wholly with the pUrposes of the United
Nations and the Orgamzation of American States and
believes :that the interE'sts of peace would suffer great

.harm if, to the prejudice of all, the, authority of these
two bodies should decline. AllY weakening of the world
Organization would mean the destruction of the one
barrier which has been effective in holding back war.

252. I would be most loath to conclude this speech
~thout stressing the feeling of solidarity of our con
tinent with the nations of Mrica. Africa and America
have many problems in common. Mal\lY of our expe
riences may be useful to them, and We are anxious
to co-operate with them since, to a ,~}ertain extent,
:their cause is one with ours. We mltght well meet
frequently with the African repT.·esenta.tives to agree
on plans for mutual assistance and for defending the
prices of our common products on the international
market.

253. I am sure that I am speaking onbebalf of all my
colleagues from Latin America when I ex:press to the
peoples of Africa, through their illustrious repre
sentatives at this Assembly, our sentiments ofesteem
and solidaritrJ. We are their allies in the fight against
economic under...development and in the elldeavour to
ensure peace on foundations of liberty andwell-being.

254. May I.be allowed to emphask;2 the necessity of
taking full advantage of the plc~sence here of such
authorized spokesmen of the great Powers as wehave
among us, to beg of them earnestly to agree at least
on the bases of procedure for the resumption of dis
armament negotiations~May I also once more ;remind
Cuba that within thf~ American system it will find all
the peaceful propesses necessary for resolving its
differences with, 'the United States of America, and
the due protection of its integrity; independence and
sovereignty. !uet.me also reiterate that harmony and
good relations between States can only bt) achieved
if the principle of non-intervenU,on is rig01;ously ob
served and,'respected.
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kind against the victim of aggression" ,I admit I can
find no possible explanation for this oontradiction.

263•. There is another point which I must clarify. The
Revolutionary Governmont 'of Cuba does not in any
way underestimate regional action but it exercises
its full rights under the Charier ofthe United Nations.
We understand that there are two ways open to us:
action under the Charter and regional action. First
we had recourse to. the Security Council, and we did
so on the basis of Article 52, paragraph 4, which is
quite explicit, and in particular Articla 103" of the
Charter.

[The speaker then reads Article 103./

264. Otherwise we should have to recogni2:e that we
in the Latin American countries were in a position
of capitis diminutio, that we could appeal only to the
region31 bodY arid that we must give up all our rights
under the United Nations Charter. This, of course,
would be quite absurd.

26p. I wish to conclude this brief intervention by af
firming' that for us the \lnfortunate Declaration of
San Jos6 represents only the opini<»ns of the Govern
ments and not of the peoples of Am/erica. Against this
Declaration of San Jos6 we set J~p the Declaration of
Havana, which was acceJ)tedand supported by the
people of.Cuba in .a vast asoemblyof over a million
persons. We hapo that one day the Declaration of
Havana, which is really the Declaration of the peo
ples of America, will beaiso the declaration of'the
Governments of our America, when we have' freel!
ourselves from ,all imperialist influences.

266. Mr. SCHAUS (Luxembourg) (translated from
French): On behalf of the Luxembourg delegation I
should like first of all to associate myself with the
warm congratulations which have been addressed to
our President upon his election to .the highest office
in the United Nations' General Assembly at' its fif
teenth session. The experience of the last few days
.has already shown:tbat his election augurs' well for
the current session's work. The conduct of our pro
ceedings could not have been put into the hands of a
person of greater integrity, intelligence and courtesy
than our President.

267. As I take the floor today. before this august
Assembly, it is not my intention to go into a det9iled
analysis of the grave problems now besettinghumani
ty or even to express my Government's views on all
these problems or on all the items on the agenda but
rather, to reaffirm above al~, in a few brief words,
the active and unshakable faith of a very small nation
in the principles and goals of the United Nations and
in the instituti()ll itself, whose ranks hav6,' happily
been swelled by the recent admission of sixte~n new
Members.

26B.We rejoice that the admission of these new
nations, inspired as they all are by a great yearning
for international peace and understanding, has made
Our Organization more nearly universal in character.
My country, which in the thousand years of its exist
en~e has been the object of so much greed and the

,scene of so mllch deadly strife, and which was long a
passive rather, than an active political entity, under
stands. and shares the joy of the countries which have
just attained independence. Thus I am happy to convey
to. the fifteen new African Member States and to the
Rellub,iic of Cyprus sincere congratulations, fraternal

,"
greetings and best wishes of tI,.e people and Gove;rn- .
ment of Luxembourg.

259. It is our fervent wish that ourfriends the nations
which have just joined our ranks'may be able to enjoy
their independence and, freedom to the full in peace
and to maintain Governments ba~f!d on the p~nciples

o~ de:mocracy,j~§tice, s~C?ial pil"0gress and hum3l'
dignity. These are among 'the ~'m"POses which the
authors of the United Nations Charter made the cor
nerstOJie of ~eir seX"Vice to the cause of peace and
to humanity, those which take precedence over all
others. 'to put it another way, the peace of the world
which all men of good will desire and towards which
our hf,gQ,est aspirations are directed will b~ only an
illusion unless it is accompanied by the emancipation
of individu.als from all restrictions on their personal
freedom and by the disappearance of all regimes of
oppression which subject their peoples to moral and
social restraint.

270. My country turns with confidence to the United
Nations, whose 1nstitutions, as provided for in the
Charter, have given proof of their usefulness and ef
ficacy, thanks in particular to the principle of im,~

partiality which guides the Secretariat in its activitIes.
Thus the interests of the Organization and o~our pea
pIes counsel that w~ should not t~mperWith thos~.
institutions, at least not in the radical -fashion which
some spea..lters have seen fit to propase during the
current debate. As the President of the United States
so aptly stated a few days ago, It is primarily the
smaller nations,. exposed as they are to the danger of
subversion and domination, which find a guarantee of
their existence and their national independence in the
realization of the ideal of the Charter andthe effective
functioning of the institutions of the United Nations.

271. I shoUld like now to make some;t>bservations'
about the problem of the Congo. AlthoU:l~h Belgium,
which is a great friend of my own countrY~has of its
own freewiU granted independence to the Congolese
people~ witb.putreservations and without political cpn
ditions of any kind, and although it has complied with
the Security Council's resolutions!!, in so far as n
was physically possible to do so, it has, in my Gov
ernment's view, been unjustly accused ofimperialism,
particula:i'ly by the Soviet Union. I believe that, once
the present passions have abated, history, thatimpar
tial arbiter of the actions of men and nations will do
justice to the work accomplished by Belgium in the
Congo.

272. My Government wishes to take this opportunity
of paying a tribute, of gratitude and achniration, to
the Secretary-General, Mr. Hammarskjold, and his
staff, Who have displayed the requisite quHlities of
foresight, energy, initiative and objectivity incarrying ,
out the resolutions of the United Nations. Because
they have been faithful both to the letter and to the
spirit of the principles and deCiSions of our Organi
zation' they are today being criticized by thoso who,
unilaterally and outside the framework of the United
Nations, wish to impose their own rule on the Congo
and, through it, on the world.

273. For my small country, which ean itself survive
only in a world where right prevails over might, the
sole hope of surmounting the present crIsis in the
Congo lies in the United Nations charter and the good

YReso!utions 8/4387. 8/4405. and 8/4426 of the Security Council.
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horror at the prospect of an atomic war in which it
would be but an innocent victim of forces over which
it had no contl"ol. Even if its capabUities in this matter
are limited, my country will do eve:rythinginits power
to contribute to the solution of this crucial. p;roblem.

279. Disarmament would be likely to prove a snare
and a delusion unless it was carried 'out in an atmos
phere of good faith on both. Sides. That is why the
Western Powers regard as meaningless any disarma
ment proposal, however comprehensive itm.ay be, that
is not accompanied by an adequate and effective sys
tem of control and by the parallel establishment of'a
system of collective security.

280., Conceptions differ profoundly between those of
the Western world, which, imbued as it is with the
spirit of world solidarity,has traditionally kept its
doors open, and those of the hermetically sealed camp
of Communism. I shall go even further and say that
the problem of disarmament is not primarily a mili...
tary problem. At bottom it is actually a pditical prob
lem. It is illusory to speak sincerely of disarmament
as long as we are confronted with an imperialism
which aspires to world domination and must rely on
a vast array of force to attain its ends.

281. My Government keenly regrets that at the
moment when the West was about to submit new pro
posals which would have opened up encouraging pros
pects of an agreement between Ea~t and West, the
Soviet Union and the other four Communist Powers
should have brought the negotiations to an abrupt end.

282. The approaches to disarm~entsuggested last
week by President· Eisenhower [868th meeting] and
yesterday by the Prime Minister of the United King
dom [877th meeting] in his speech are, in mydelega
tion's opinion, of such a nature as to offer a sound
and re9listic basis for a durable solution ofthis major
problem which is of equal interest to all the peoples
of the world•.
283. We hope that the Genevanegotiationswhichwere
interrupted and boycotted by the Communist countries
may shortly be resumed.

284. As far as the present international situation is
concerned, I should like to discuss briefly tbataspect
of it which I consider to be the most important, name
ly, relations between the West and the Communist
world.
285. This is the problem which is our prime concern,
this is the problem that casts its shadow over all other
fields of international co-operation. The solution of
this problem was to have been the main topic of dis
cussion at the Summit Conference, on the succeSs of
which the millions of people who long for peace, JUS
tice and social progress had pinned their hopes.

286. The mere fact that the Soviet leaders had
emerged from their isolation and expressed the desire
to enter into conversations with the political leaders
of the Western world had been greeted with immense
relief~ It seemed to be indicative of a relu:ation of the
poiicy of 'tension and constant threatening which until
then had characterized relations between East imd
West. The disa,ppointment occasioned by the failure
to hold that Summit Conference was therefore all the
greater. People began to wonder if there had in fact
been a fundamental change in the foreign policy of the
Soviet Union and if the era of the supposed relaxation
of tension, the era of peaceful coexistence, was to be
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work which it has inspired our Organization to carry
out.

274. I should like to conclude these brief reflections
on the question of the Congo by expressing the fervent
hope that under the influence of our Organization and
with its aid the situation will rapidly returnto normal
so that we may soon welcome into ourmidst thequali
fied representatives of a young State capable offorging
its destiny in sound and tranquil political, economic
and social conditions which will enable its citizens to
prosper and to enjoy the benefits of their democratic
freedoms in an atmosphere of peace.

275. A few days ago the PrimeMinister ofthe Repub
lic of Cuba [872nd meeting], delivering an indictment
which was violent in the extreme, accused the Gov
ernment and people of the United states of the worst
imaginable misdeeds. Among other things, he charged
that the! had always imposed or sought to impose
their law, which he called the law of the mightiest,
on other States, particularly States that were small
and weak, thus keeping them under their political and
economic domination. Far be it from me to become
involved in the current dispute between the United
States and Cuba. After hearing bis dithyramb, how
ever, I thought that as a matter of elementary justice
and gratitude I should in this context draw attention
to certain facts which I feel the Members of this
Assembly should be reminded ot.

276. I have already spoken of the great value which
the people of Luxembourg attach to their independence
and to their national and personal freedom. Let me
only point out in this connexion that twice within the
past thirty-three years the Grand Duchy of Luxem
bourg,' its international and national rights attacked
and violated while it was naturally powerless to defend
itself, has recovered its freedom and independence
largely through the disinterested intervention of the
United States, thanks to the supreme sacrifice made
by thousands of the young men of that country who
fought alongside the Allies and who rest, together
with one of their most' illustrious leaders, in the soU
of Luxembourg, soaked as it is with the blood of its
American liberators.

277. The Government and people of Luxembourghave
accordingly contracted a debt of profound and unal
terable gratitude to this powerful ally. Our debt is
the greater because we realize that ever since the
end of the Second World War the Government and
people of the United States, by the granting of uncon
ditional material and moral vid and particularly by
their military presence in Europe, have been, and still
are, preserving us from the dangers of imperialist
domination to which ,"fe are exposed by the military
and subversive forces of international Cominunism.
If the people of Luxembourg have remained politically
and economically independent, if they can think, write
and speak freely, if they enjoy democratice rule, they
owe it above all to the United States, that great nation
whose friend and ally they have the privilege to be
and the desire forever to remain, and which, far from
imposing its rule on small countries, has consistently
defended their sovereignty and guaranteed their inde
pendence.

278. With regard to the problem of disarmament I
sh011l.d like to make the follOWing statement. No coun
try is more attached than my own to the ideal of a
world di$armed. Like all other States, it recoUs in
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succeeded by anotberperiod of cold war, to be fol
lowed later on by a real, hot war. Personally, I am
trying t~ convince myself that there has been no such
radical change in the Communist position. But let us
beware. While the current session may provide the
occasion for the opening of the door to conversations

.between the two opposing worlds which might lead to
the desired resumption of the East-West discussions,
the behaviour of the Communist leaders over the past.
few months and the speecheswhichthey have just made
from this rostmm prove that we are still far from a
real understanding and that'peace as we conceive it
is a long way off.. The fact is that their behaviour,
their statements, their proposals and suggestions all
show that for the Soviet Union and the countries of
the Communist world the idea of peaceful coexistence
and relaxation ()f tension is closely linked to that of
domination of the non-Communistworld. Evengranting
that they will not seek to impose s'q.ch domination
by means of a war which might rebound upon the ag
gressors themselves, it is at all events to be feared
that the Communist world will try to destroy our p0
litical, economic and social system by seemingly
peaceful meanE!. Thus it will.be a struggle waged by
other methods.

•287. Furthermore, let there be no mistake about the
nature of those methods, for politics and economics
do not have the same meaning for Communism as they
do for us. For us, politics means the free play of
democratic concepts, while for Conununism politics
means controlled opinion, subversion and police con
t;rol.
288~ The same holdS true of economics. For us, the
essential meaning of economics is free enterpri.se
and satisfaction of the manifoldneeds ofhumanbeings,
while for Communism economics is a strategy serving
the aims of an ideology and a policy. Intervention in
world markets, trade relations, credit policy, aid to
under-developed countries, all these are forged into
lil weapon used to undermine the economy of the West

. in preparation for a Communist take-over ofthevari
OUB parts of the globe. Thus the struggle between
the Communist camp and the free world, without los
ing any of its ruthlessness and without either side in
any way abandoning it$ ultimate. objective, wil1hei1ce
forth take other forms. It has become more mobile
and is adopting. subtler methodS•. Its centre of gravi
ty has also shifted. While the direct threat to us in
Europe has not become any less acute, a vast pene
trating movement is developing in Asia and Afri~a.

289. That is my view of the current situation. The
political atmosphere of today is very threatening yet,
for all that, I do not. despair tor the future of humani
ty. On the contrary, if we remain calm in, face of the
dangers which continue to hang overus and if we adopt
.a realistic attitude, we can be confident Qf preserving
peace and saving Western civilization.

290. Before concluding I should like to state that my
Government earnestly desires to co-operate with all
the· other Members of the United Nations in solving

.one of the most important problems now confronting
the world, namely the need to expand our efforts to
help the under-developed ~ountries raise their level of
living and to intensify collaboration between advanced
countrIes and countriec':-in process of development.
Although many long-range bUaterai and.multnateral
programmes aimed at raising the economic, cultural
and social level in vast areas of the world have been

put into effect, much remains to be done within the
framework of the United Nations. My Government is
ready, in the ·t",ture as' in the past, to contribute to
such programmes as much as .its modest resources
will allow.

291. Let me say finally that the world in which we
are living, although an uncertain one, is also a world
which offers immense possibUities. If the choic-a is
between destruction and peaceful construction, there
is no doubt which course the peoples wish to follow•
The United Nations is the repository of a ~eat hope
and it must live up to the expectations of all humanity.
If the supreme goal of peace and international co
operation is· to be attained, the sincere, loyal and dis
interested collaboration of' all countries, great and
small, within the framework and under the auspices
of the United Nations, is more necessary than ever
and will be the only means of averting developments
which might lead to disaster.

Mr. Boland (Ireland) resumed the Chair.

292. Mr. WIGNY (Belgium) (translatedfrom French):
Having paid in its turn its tribute· to the President and
assured him of its co-operation, the Belgian delegation
wishes to make a substantial though briefcontribution
to this debate. Perhaps the best way to achieve this
result is by not repeating what has already been said.

293. At this exceptional session we have been privi
leged to see in our midst most of the world's leading
figures, many of whom have already delivered their
messages to us. We arereplyingtothembecause it is, .
after all, the fate of the medium-sized and the small
Powers to play, so to speak, the part of the chorus in
classical drama; no doubt, it is a modest part but if
we sing in unison we can drown the voices of the pro
tagOnists. Even the biggest know that it is difficult
to try something on their own;. they need· our approval
in order to succeed.

294. We are at present faced with three pnneipa1
topics, which we cannot avoid in our debate.. The first
one, obviously, is the reorganization of the United
Nations, whose structure, functioning, even vitality
and, perhaps, very existence are being calledinques
tion.

295. The second one, quite clearly, is the question
of relations between the Communist world and the
Western world. This is a matter of peace or war, and
it concerns us all.

296. Lastly, this twofold crisis has beenexacerbated,
at least partially, if I may say so, by the troubled
continent of Africa and, particularly, by the Belgian
Congo, which has now become the independent Congo
in search of its destiny..

297. Let us deal first with the re-organization of the
United Nations. Rarely has a question of this impo"....'"
tance been introduced so dJ:amatically at the 'Very
beginning of our session. To ~ol1ow the sequence of
events I shall quote first President Eisenhower, who
said [868th meeting]:

"We believe that the right of every man to par
ticipate, through his or her vote, in self-government
is as precious as the right of eachnation here repre
sented to vote its own convictions inthis AssemblY'....

"Thus we see, as our goal,.notasuper-state above
nations, but a world community embracing them all,
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298. A few hours later [869th meetirig]:M:r. Khrushlll part from this rule, he would simply be imposing
obev put forward the contrasting argument which I slavery on the many to the advantage of the few. In
shall now quote: saying this, I am pleading the cause of the medium-

"The executive organ of the United Nations should sized Powers and, indeed. that of the United Nations
reflect the real situation that' obtn~ns in the wo!'l.d itself against those who, with incredible effrontery,

c;u, have thrown off the mask to reveal the real imperial-
today. The United Nations includes States which ism of the present day. .
are members of the military blocs of the Western
P~wers, socialist States and neutralist countries. 305. .But the Soviet U'.aion delegationwent evenbeyond
It would therefore be completely justified to take that. What it has proposed, in effect, is that these
that situation into account; and we would be better three blocs, the great Powers, should be represented
safeguarded against the nega1;i~~edevelopments which within the Secretariat and that all decisions, even
have come to light in the work of the United Nations executive ones, should require the assent of these
especially during the rf1cent events in the Congo." three heads.

299. Things are therefore very clear. On th0 one 306. If I have understood it correctly-and I have
hand we .are shown a democratic world which this done so, because the necessary commentary has since
Assembly must reflect and express. Admittedly, all been provided-it is the veto that is being introduc(!d
the nations are not of equal power; butit was precise- not only into the taking of decisions but also into their
ly for the purpose of putting an endto the rule of force execution. The Soviet Union specializes in the veto. If
that we set up this Organization. Each people has the I am not mistaken, on ninety occasions since the in
right to choose quite freely its way of life, its civili- ception of the United Nations it has frustrated the wUl'
zation and its destiny. of the majority. And now what it wants is to impose a

similar check on the execution of decisions, too.
300. Mr. Khrushchev, on the other hand, has drawn
for this Assembly the picture of a hierarchical world 307• As I have just said., the rUle must be the same
which, in his view, is the only realistic one. He en- for alfbecause otherwise it means the enslavementof
visages great blocs facing one another, each under those on whom it is imposed. Today, ','hen the Organi
the leadership of the major Powers. Just noting how zation numbers almost one hundred members, no one
faithfully the Soviet Union's arguments are being re- can say that the majority is that of aparticular bloc.
peated and amplified by the USSR's attendant States It is, and must be, the majol'ity of the whole world.
is enough to make us realize the degree of discipline 308. It is painful indeed to hear this suggestionmade
implied in the world "bloc'. precisely when new nations, proud of their independ-
301., To propose to us this reform which, in a way, ence, have taken their seats at our side and I greet
would put the blocs on to an institutional footing seems them in my turn. They are here, full of confidenc:e.
to me to be the height of audacity. After all, most fully intending to exercise their newly acquiredpower
of the delegations in this hall represent small and in the international community. They are more jealous
medium-sized Powers. Were we to believe that we of'their sovereignty than others and they must tolerate
shall have to don once and for all the livery of one no press-ganging. Together with us they must defend
or other bloc, we would not be here wasting our time their freedom of judgement and the dignity of tMs
in discussion. It would be enough to informus by letter Assembly.
of the decisions to be taken. • 309. I now turn to the second topic in my statement:
302. In actual fact, we do not belong to the United East-West relations.' They involve disarmament and
Nations in order to let ourselves be dragooned, but that is a disappointing question. It occupied the League
so that each one of us can defend his legitimate in- of Nations; the United Nations has been concerned
tereets and contribute, on a footing of equality, to the with it ever since its inception and yet neVer before
creation of a better world for us all. have arxnaments been heavier, more unbearable finan-

cially and more dangerous militarily. But we must
303. The small and the medium-sized Powers have believe in disarmament, we must will it. We must
everything to lose in a war and they are more at- never throw up the sponge. How could we do so in
tached to peace than any others. The small and the the full knowledge that in a nuclear war there would
medium-sized nations cannot gather all the wealth be no victors but only vanquished?
and all the talent within their narrow frontiers and 310. In order to succeed we need a method of work
they therefore understand the virtue of solidarity bet- and, first and foremost, a starting PO'into It seems to
ter than anyone else. The small and the medium-
sized nations know that the world does not revolve me that this was broughtout in the remarkable opening
around them, and they are trained to practise the statement made by Mr. Lafer, the Brazilian Minister
virtue of tolerance and to understand the other's point for Foreign Affairs [868th meeting]. According tohim
of view. Lastly, the small and the medium-sized this starting point Should be everyone's readiness to
nations, being the most numerous, can assemble a recognize that the others may have a system of goy-
i bI ~ i b ernment and, more generally, an ideology different

s zea e orce n support of a alanced judgement and from what he would like for himself. This reminds
a policy of moderation. me of what Bernard Shaw once wrote very irreverent- .
304. The policy of blocs is the very negation of the ly: "Do not do unto others as you would they should
United Nations, which will not succeed unless every- do unto you. Their tastes may not be the same". This
one refuses to take any. orders except those of his does not mean non-involvement. When it comes to its
own conscience, and unless every one is capable of oonception of man, the State, civilization and progress
keeping in check all his passions except the passion each people is entitled to believe in its own mission.
for justice. We must all submit to the will of the I am not speaking of indifference but of toleranoe.
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saying from the outset that they are but partial steps.
Nor cano:ne object on the grounds that they favour one
or other of the parties, since these partial measures
are limited in scope. Nor, for the same reason, can
one cayU about petty.details of control. From the sol
diers' point of view these would no doubt be but small
steps in terms of disarmament, but their importance
from the politicians' point of view would be enormous
because we would have dared to take the first step
and begun to build up confidence.

317. Lastly, after the goal has been defined and the
first practical step chosen, it will be necessary to
determine the method of work. I listened verY care
fully to what Mr. MacmUlan, the Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom, had to\\ say [877th meeting]. He
referred to an experiment which proved successful
in the past. He suggests that experts, scientists, should
be entrusted with the task of preparing practical and,
therefore, non-diplomatic and non-political schemes.
It might perhaps be possible in this way to find meth
ods of disarmament and methods of control that could
be applied by the two camps to these first measures.

318. We have reached a stage when we mustbe mod
est as well as realistic. The peoples we represent
are disheartened by our mutual protestations infavour
of disarmament which, though repeated. have led no
where. They are demanding that our intentions, if they
are indeed genUine, should be translated into action,
even on a very limited scale. that would at least give
them back hope.

319. In connexion with these military problems the
Belgian delegation feels that it must define its position
on one particular point, that is to say, the rearmament
of Germany. Since the Federal Republic of Germany
is not represented here, it has not been able to defend
itself nor to exercise the right of reply•It is, however,
associated with us in international organizations and
in our v1\ew it would be dishonourable to leave un
answered the criticisms levelled against it.

320. I would remind you that our testimony has some
value, seeing that we have twice been unjustifiably
invaded and that we have spent nine years under mili
tary occupation. Incidentally I would remind the Soviet
delegation that in 1917. whUe our countJ;Y was still
occupied, Russia made peace With Germany. and that .
in 1940, when we were invaded, Russia, having signed
a treaty of friendship with HerrHitler, broke off
diplomatic relations With us. But what is to be gained
by recriminations? Do you believe thatwe can build a
future with memories, even of the. recent past? We
hope and believe that after two terrible ordeals a new
Germany has arisen Which, as we can bear Witness,
has proved itself a loyal associate. I believe it is un
just to e,ttribute to it a desire for revenge. Its Gov
ernment has solemnly affirmed in public statements
-the only authentic ones-that it renounces the use of
force to further its claims. It is not that Government
which proposes mp.laterally to alter the status of
Berlin. Lastly I would emphasize that the whole of its
armed forces are 111tegrated in a defensive alliance
whose policies are formulated and controlled by a
group of Powers which includes such peaceful nations
as the Benelux 21 countries.

321. In the concluding part of my speech I should
like, in all simplicity, to give the Assembly some

Peaceful coexistenoe must mean exactly· that: not
struggle by all possible means....except force of arms
-but tolerance and mutual assistance.
311. One can agree with Marshal Tito[868thmeeting]
-and I have told you that I am replying to the previous
speakers-that the requisite progress cannot be reC011-

, ciled with the perpetuation of· the status quo. But it
is also necessary that each people, secure from all
interference, should choose freely not only its present
r(,gime but also its future path. I am not alone in fear
ing the indiscriminate proselytizing by those who pro
claim that they have found the universal truth and
constantly speak of bringing happiness unto others
according to their own national prescription.

312. If we are all genuinely tl.ctuated by this spirit
of tolerance, we can try disarming. After listening
to so m.any delegations I think that it would perhaps
be possible to work out a practical approach by dif
ferentiating between the final goal on the one hand
and the first practical step and the method of work on
the other.
313. The final goal is general, complete and multi
lateral disarmament at the earliest possible moment.
On that we are all agre~d. Is there any one who wishes
to maintain armies, even of a limited size, beyond a
certain period?
314. But is it reasonable to pursue a policy of "all
or nothing"? Asking for the lot ill order to concede
,nothing is rather a facile method. In French, when we
want to oalm down people in a hurry, we tell them
that God took seven days to make the world. Complete
disarmament would be a miracle for mankind and it

.cannot be achieved instantaneously. Not that the tech
nical operations woald necessarily take long. The
weapons can be qUickly disposed of and the men can
be discharged at once. The real problem is to find a
new basis for the nations' feeling of security, which
today is based on their .own arms. This takes time,
a great deal of time. This feeling of security must be
recreated in a new guise. International disputes will
always be with us and those in danger of being unjust
ly despoUed must have a reliable means of obtaining
justice. It should be noted that evc:u control by itself
is not enough to produce this feeling of security, be
cause the large nations, by sheer weight of numbers
and economic might, will always remain a perpetual
danger to the others, unless something is done about
it.
315. This brings me to my second point. If we are
agreed on the goal of complete disarmament at the
earliest possible moment, if we admit that this ur
gency must not be taken to mean almost instantaneous
action, let us also reach agreement on a first step
which can be taken immediately•We must advan.ce step
by step towards our goal. Let us take the first ~tep
in that direction; and the second will then be easier
to take. Our momentum wUl carry us on.

316. Eminent representatives, such as President
Eisenhower [868th meeting] andMr. Diefenbaker [871st
meeting], have put forward various attractive propo
sals from which we can make our choice. The cessa
tion of nuclear weapon tests, the banning of armaments
from outer space, the simultaneous closing-down of
equa! numbers of war plants in each ofthe two camps,
are all concrete and practical ideas worthy' of ini
tiating disarmament. It is not enough to retort that
they do not bring about disarmament, since we are
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information about the matter of the Congo. You will 326. Since it is im.possible to critici~etheproce4hre
understand the feelings with WhiCh. I mounted the ros- followed up to'J30. J.une 1960-for I have never h.)ard
trum following the Violent attacks upon my country. any criticism on that score-our intentions are cdIled
I do .not Wish now to continue this controv.ersy. Neyer- in question. That is a very easy th.ing. to do. It 'Is al
theless it appears to me thatfor the sake of objectivity, leged that from 10 July on...1 repeat, ffom 1/" July
for the honour of my country and for your information on-moved by tafdy regrets, we endeavoufed ,to take
I must recall a number of facts which I realize are back. what we had granted on 30 June; that ha1/ing set
unknown or have been forgotten. up a unitary State, we tded to diVide· it; tha'~ having
322. In 1958 the BelgianGovernment sent to the Congo held free elect~ons by secret ballot with Wpiversal
a commission of political men. They interrogated all suffrag~, we trIed· to dislodge those who f,l.ad been
the Congolese leaders in order to ascertain their elected.. In a word it is statedthat, after gr~ting C0111
wishes. Following the publicationofthis commission's plete and unrestricted independence, we tr!,~d imm.e
report on 13 January 1959 the Belgian Go"Vernment diately afte:rwards to resume control, wh~ch it would
declar~d that independence would be granted. In J.an- have been so easy for us not to relin~.i~h. Naturally
uary 1960 aRound .Table Conference-an expresSion never a grain of proof has been forth~omu~g.
which immediately. conjures up the idea of equality 327. Those are the facts as far as "'t!!e political pro
and freedom-~Clnsisting of Belgian and Congolese cess is concerned. I would addthe following: the Congo
politicians met to :formulate jointly the political struc- was well equipped to cut an impressive figure as an
ture of the independent Congo. lthink the Congolese independent State. I shall not refer here and now to
delegation was a good one; it included all those people its economic and sociaJ. development, whioh stood in
who today figure in the world Press. Conclusionswere high repute and with which a number of you, and par
unanimously or almost unanimously adopted. ticularly the African delegations, are familiar. But
323. Take good note of this. In 1960, throughout the I ~ust re~all that ~iS stage ~f advancement was
entire Territory, free elections were held by secret re ched no only bec use the soil i~ fertile ~d be
ballot and with universal suffrage. I have not, and for cause the Mrican people are i~dustrious and lntelU
good reason, heard the slightest critkism of the or- gent-we know· that and 'f:hey Wlll demonstrate ~t-but
ganization of these elections.Certair:lcountries might ~so on. account of certmn features of the pobcy we
well bear this in mind as a precedentfor their metro- i Howed.
\politan territories. 328. Are ;you aware thatunder our Constitution every-
324. In June 1960 the King of the Belgians, constitu- thing coming from the Congo belonged not to Bel~ium
tionally covered by therespons~bilityofhis Ministers, but. to the Congo? Under· the r6~e we estabbshed
who were themselves responsible to Parliament set there were separate national patrimonies, separate
up a C~ngolese National Government which se~med currencies, separate gold and foreign exchange re-
likely to enjoy the confidenoe of the Congolese Parlia.. serves; absolute freedom to buy ~d sell anyw~ere
.menta Here again, no one has denied that the operation at ~e most adv~ntageo~B prices, W.ltJ.tout any g~n to
was absolutely correct and perfectly straightforward. Belglum; an entlrelys~parate admlmstr~tion, mde-
Those who today criticize us most severely are the p~ndent of the metropolitan administratlon, so that
very ones who would like this first Congolese Goy- officials ~ad no hope of b~ing ~le to continue. their
el"llDlent, appointed by the King of the Belgians. to be career in the other admimstration; no alienatIOn of
maintained in, or rather returned to, power. That indi~enous lands, the trans~er of which was strictly
fact shows how impartially and independently we acted.· forbIdden ,by law, even agalnst payment; lastly, the
What these critics do not say is that they are now shares whIch concessionary companies were obliged
attacking not Belgium, since we are n~t responsible to give f~ee of charge to the public authorities were,
for the subsequent events, but the genuine representa- andreIilBlned, the property of the Congolese State and
tives of the Congolese people itself. not of. the ~elgian State. In these circu~stances it is

. not surprismg that development was rapId andthatthe
325~ Belgium haa consistently and strictly refrained credit of the then Be!gian Oongo was high.
from interfering in ~e internal affairs of the Congo, 329. We were amazed to read in a SoViet note that
whose independence It has recognized, or from show- the Congo has hardly emerged from a state of flUt-
ing any preference for one party or another. It dis- eracy. Let me tell you, gentlemen, that in that coun-
trusts the zeal with which certain ·delegations make try, which covers an. area equal to one third of the
their choice or support one candidate. Are they ob- United States and where the population numbers only
s~rv1ng the wishes of the Congolesepeople or are they 14 millio~ despite the difficulty of communications
playing their own game? Mter all, Mr. Kasa-Vubu and the number of people living in the bush more
was ap~inted Head of State by the Congolese,not than half of the cbild:ren were attending scho~l' that

.the Belglan, Par1i~ent. All the countries ~hich have situation is, and will remain, the foundation' of truly
relations with the IndependeD:t Congo S;,ppolnted Am- democratic institutions. Furthermore, in' 1952 and
bassadors who presented theIr credentials to him. It 1954 the secondary school system was rounded off
was he. who by .. Virtue of h~s cons~tutional powers by the establishment of two universities of the highest
exercised his right to dismISS the first Government .rank, in the· European sense of the term,' and on.a

. and replace it by anoth~r. Under Congolese public footing of absolute equality with our own universities,
law, as under that ofaX]yclvUizedcountry, Parliament since all the faculties were represe ted
has no power to recall a government which has been . . n . •
dismissed. It can express its confidence in anew goy- 330. We are accused of having granted independenoe
ernment or refuse to do so; above all it cannot reach to these people Without haVing proVided them with an
a decision when there is no quorum because a large adequate "6lite". It may be so! It might have been
number of deputies have fled and because Parliament better to watt a few years until there were more uni-
is surrounded by soldiers and threatened bymachine- verSity graduates to hold the reins of office. But just
guns.' look at the political n1ap of th~ region and the political
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was we who created it. It is the Congolese people, to
gether with Belgian experts, and nobody else, who have
bestowed Upon this magnificent country its economic,
social and human equipment. It is the Congolese peo-

.pte and the Belgian people, and nobody else, who on
30 June 1960 brought about the independence of the
Congo. No crisls,however serious and tragic it may
be, can conceal that fundamental fact. As Soon as it
has re-established order in its internal affairs, the
Congo will become that fo:r which its people, together
with us, have been preparing for eightyyears-agreat
African Power.

334. In conclusion I shall say the following: Belgium
is distinguished by itsattacbment to the ideals of de
mocracy. From.the early Middle Ages ourtownswere
among the first to establish government of the people
by the people. Our national Constitution has been de
scribed as the most liberal in Europe. It has been
copied in some ten other countries. We wished to
endow the African territories with democratic insti
tutions based in particular on general education and
universal suffrage. In the international co~munity

my country was a founder member of the League nf
Nations and of the United Nationa and has actively
participated in the work of both.

335. We still believe that international problems can
be solved only by general co-operatiQn an.q. lUlder the
influence of a majority. That is the role of the medium.
sized Powers. That is why I 'began my statement by
defending the position of the medium-sized and small
Powers.

336. Moreover, we are convinced that those States
which we represent are united by the same ideals;
but in order to realize them they should give their
support not to wordy and grandiose programmes but
to specific, reasonable proposals, from whichever
faction they may emanate. Thus in the second part
of our statement we drew a distinction between the
final goal of total disarmament and the first steps to
be taken towards its achievement, which this Assem
bly should decide upon, according to the method of
work advocated by the Prime Minister of the United
Kingdom.

337. Lastly and above all, our long experience has
taught us that democracy must be based on reliable
information, impartial judgement andtolerance. Hence
in tnY statement on the question of the Cqngo I have
spoken simply, eschewing, Ibelieve, anycot'troversial
statements, which I Wished to avoid from the start.
The peace 'of the world should not depend on passion
but on wiadom. If it can nolonger be i:m.posed by force
it must be based On tolerance. It is in that spirit that
Belgium. will continue to support the United Nations
in its endeavours.

Litho in U.N.

map of the Congo. The very people who today bla:m.e
us for this lack of wisdom would have blamed us still
more for what they would have described as "timidi
ty". The fact is that the Oongo had reached such a
stage of economic and intellectual development that
it would not have been right-that is how we saw it
-to deny it e:mc'1Jlcipation at a time when all its neigh
bours were achiG'Y"lng political independence. You must
not, however, believe that we took no pz:ecaU'tions. We
were well aware of the danger and we proposed solu
tions.
331. To flll the gap until the new Congolese univer
sities could supply replacements we left in Africa
at the disposal of the Congolese National Govern
ment, 10,000 experts, most of whom were university
graduates. These doctors, teachers, administrators,
magistrates and technicians of every kind, who had
brought- about the Congo's development, remained in
the Congo and-be it noted-were paid, directed and
given orders by the Congolese Government, whose
officials they were. They were not Belgian officials
but officials of the Congolese Government, from which
they took orders, .:thus enabling that Government to
carry out its work effectively from the outset. As far
as financial assistance was conce:rned, Belgium pro
posed to grant $100 million for thefinancial year 1960
alone. In other words, Belgium was doing all that the
United Nations as a whole is asked to do for the l?ear
1960, and it intended to continue that assistance in
subsequent years under the terms of the Treaty of
Friendship. This should give paus~ to those who say
that we have bled the Congo white. Ten thousand ex
perts and $100 million in one year! Those figures
should be. borne in mind and measured against the
largest scale, tha~ of the U'iilted Nations.
332. What then are the causes of the present appall
ing crisis? Some of them arise from the internal
situation in the Congo and I shall not discuss them now
any more thall I have done in the past, since, unlike
some others, I 'do not intend to abandon the policy of
'non-interference which we have strictly observedfrom
the beginning. As for the external causes, as I have
already said, there are those who wish you to believe
in Belgian machinations, of which there is no proof
and which would be directly contrary to our policy
because to suppose that we could have changed our
policy after ten days is tantamount to accusing us of
insanity.

333. Unfortunately other countries have shown less
discretion and it is disturbing to note that now that
the Belgian troops who were there on a temporary
mission cannot be indicted, criticismis turned against
the United Nations. Passing circumstances, however, .
should not blind us to the main currents of history.
No one can deprive us of the honour of having created
the Congo, which before we arrived was a mere con
glomeration of warring racial groups and tribes. It




